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Don't forget the new City
Hull hp need so badly. Tie at
(he poll bright ami early on
May 4, uml vote for the bond Is
sue.
Remember It I not trolnir to
increase your taxed but It Is (coins to help Albuquerque and you
personally.
Turn nut Mar 4 nml lieln make
Albuquerque a good place to live
in.

The Evening uitlsen. In Advance, $5 per year.
by Carrier. 60 cent per month.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING. MAY 3. 1907.

THE STRONG

HE BOOST THE FAT MAN
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Saturday. May 4. N the ditto.
It and tell your

forget
lon't
neighbor.

NOBLES

tiiPRADO

TO

GET BUSY

Posse Kilb Nobleman at the
Willows After Desperate
Running Fight.

(tttntiTiitturn

EVERY VOTER SHOULD
HE AT lOLLH MAY 4TIL
Don't forget tin new City
so bndly. He at
Hall p
the polio bright anil early on
winy 4, ana vote Tor trio ixmui is-sue.
4
Remember It Is not going to
Incrpaxn your taxno but it I (rn-Ins: to help Albuquerque) and yon
V
personally.
Turn nut Mar 4 ana nein mnke
Albuquerque a good place to live '
in.
Saturday. May 4. Is th dat. 4
4 Don't forget It and toll your
neighbor.
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New Mexico Conclave Begins
Tomorrow-Banqu- et

f
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at Alvarado.

INJURED ARE IN

STEAMER BURNS

ASSING OF EASTERN

MYSTERY SURROUNDS

IN BAY OF

VALDSl'S

YON

SHRINERS CONTINUES

Something Besides Unrequited
Love Drove Count From Austria.

BISCAY

ully Fifty Temples Have Come
and Gone Since Wednesday Night.

Was of Historic Family.

.
.
r Fire Caused by an Explosion
of Benzine In

ALBUQUERQUE
HOSPITAL

-

San Francisco, May 3. The Exam-- '
iner says today:
The supposed desperado who was
shot and killed at Willows, Cal., Monday night, after a running fight with
Hold.
a posse of otllcers, has been Identified
as Count Otto Von Waldsteln, of Austria, a eclun of a noble family of history, a nephew of the Prince of
ALL ENGINEERS AND
one of the richest men in
Franz Joseph's empire.
The Identification Is complete and
FOUR FIREMEN KILLED there can be no mistake.
Count Otto died fighting, believing
that he was attacked by a band of
robbers.
The posse thought it had run down
Forty-Eigof Sliver Lip Surviv- Smith, the murderer of John Marco-vlcof Oakland.
ors Were Rescued by British
The count left Austria six year9
ago because of a love affair.
H?
Steamer Westgatel
fought In the Boer war, at the close
of which he wandered to America.
He followed the reclamation service
May 3. The British through the west and left It In Placer
Plymouth,
today
Westgate
county the day before his death.
lunded here
steamer
He was walking toward San Fran
the survivors of the British tank
oteamer Silver Lip.
cisco when attacked by the posse.
On May 1st, while crossing the Bay
How Mistake Was Made.
of Biscay, an explosion of benzine In
The count brought the mistake In
open
cargo
Lip's
Identity upon himself by acting peburst
the Silver
her
decks and set fire to the ship.
culiarly.
All the engineers and four firemen
He wns first seen at Orland. six
were killed and four others of the teen miles above Willows, on Sunday
Forty-eigcrew were seriously burned.
morning.
He appeared at a restaur
of the survivors were rescued ant there and bought several loaves
by the Westgate.
of bread and a big piece of ham.
The first explosion on the Silver These he ate with the avidity of a
Lip damaged the sides of the ship and starving man. From Orland he drifttore up the deck amidships.
ed down to Germantown, where he
She soon became a mass of flames, was first noticed at 11 o'clock in the
which towered seventy to eighty feet forenoon.
high. The fumes from the blazing
Man Was Insane.
oil and dense smoke overcame sevThere is a growing feeling among
The fire spread the police of Glenn county that the
eral of the crew.
from tank to tank, and each advance man was Insane. His extreme objec
of the conflagration was marked by tion to being taken, while at the saint
aeaiemng explosions.
time he did not appear to be anxious
Wreckage Croni tho ship and the to avoid Hie fight, seem scaicelr the
During
iea uround her were covered with action of a rational being.
burning oil.
However, the sailors the three-hopursuit he had plenty
eventually succeeded In launching the of opportunities to sneak off to one
steel life boats, but inany had to Jump side or the other and temporarily
overboard and swim in order to reach throw his pursuers off the track, but
them.
he clung steadily to the railroad and
Soon afterward the Westgate came highway.
along and picked up the survivors.
If Brother Wus Willing. He Wa- -.
When he made his last stand, on
the outskirts of Willows, during one
IRRIGATORS BUSY
or the pauses in the fight, he cried,
out
want to get to a telegraph offic?
IN MURES VALLEY and"I wire my brother In New York.
If he says it's all right, I will give
up."
Another evidence of Insanity was
Iteming. X. M. May 3. Work on
t:ie big irrigation canal on the Mim-br- e his desire to remain unknown even
river north of town is reported after death. It Is thought probable
to be progressing nicely. More than that during the chase he Mopped long
l.alf the work has been done already. enough to burn letters which he had.
This completed and some reservoirs Soon after leaving Germantown he
made for the storing of the winter's stopped a buggy and obtained a quansupply of water which the Mimbres tity of matches, but these were not
affords, and a large tract of mighty found on him when taken, and there
wa.s nothing to indicate that he had
tine land will be ready for cultivation
At the artesian well a depth of 1,- - been a smoker.
The Count Wat Poor Shot.
t'.o feet has been reached and no wa
ter. The work is suspended at presDuring the three hours' running
ent for lack of certain material, but battle, which terminated
In
the
will be resumed as soon as possible count's death, he fired at least fifty
and will be pushed to 1,600 feet if times, and his pursuers were often
necessary.
within 100 yards of him, yet none of
them received a scratch. He did not
appear like a yeggman, his face exCARLSBAD MAN
pressing little of the brutality usually-seein that class, and his hands were
soft and smooth, showing no evidence
MARRIES IN EL PASO of manual labor.
These appearances assisted In the
search which led to the identity of
body, as did a druggist's
prethe
El I'iino, May 3. Miss Claire Wal- scription found on the body. It bears
tz, of Berkeley, Cal., and Lewis
E, the name
Ed Curtis at the top and
Foster, of Carlsbad, N. M., were mar Is signed of
by H. F. Andrews, M. D.
ried here Wednesday afternoon at the It was indorsed
the back, ".San
borne or B. M. Hall, on Upson avenue Bernardino Drug onCompany,
Rev. Mr. Waltz, the father of the opp. Southern Pacific Depot," Third,
and
bride, performed the ceremony, as
the stamped number 24,173 and
sisted by Rev. O. M. Gibson, of Trin bore
the date
The prescription
ity Methodist church.
This would
The bride Is a popular society girl was for a simple tonic.
indicate
man
the
that
had been
of tho California college town, and
as
known
Curtis,
Ed
a
name the
on
a visit with friends.
lias been here
Tile groom is a member of the rec count may have assumed to hide his
lamation service and Is at present Identity, which there Is every reason
Rationed at Carlsbad In charge of the to believe he was trying to conceal,
as not one scrap of paper other than
water supply of that project.
The happly couple left for Carlsbad the druggist's prescription was found
where they will make their future in his pockets.
home.
Active search is still being made
o
for Information that will solve the
mystery of why he made his melo(.hii:k of governor
moonlight stand, his deterLEV OF DELAWARE, WEDS, dramatic
Wilmington, Del.,
May
3. Mis mination not to be known and his
suicide.
Mary Lea, daughter of Governor and final determined
It Is thought that something beMrs I,ea, will be married to William sides
unrequited
love drove the count
i.'orblt Spruance, Jr.. tomorrow. The from his native land
and Into obscurceremony will be performed at "The ity in
This mystery will
Orchards." near Delaware City, the likely beAmerica.
If the dead count'
summer home. Mr. Spru- - brother in solved
i ivernor's
New York will tell.
f Judge Spruance, of
:k - Is a son
the slate curt, and a graduate of
Princeton university.
WITCH ELM WON AT
01 i it sritiki:

Graphic Story of Santa Fe
Wreck at Maxwell
City.

War-tenbur- g,
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TRAIN WAS GOING
THIRTY

Narrow Escape of Mother and
Baby Weakened Track
the Cause.
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30.000 Will be Affected

may in:

settlfd.

Vancouver, May 3. A special from
1'ernie says:
It is unofficially leported today that
the striking miners have decided to
return to nrk. A result of the vie
a ill be made public later.
An agreement practically means a closed shop
principle.
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EXPLOSION
Hong Kong. May 3. A very
jeat destruction of life and
propel 'y was caused at Canton
evening by an explosion of a gun powder magazine.
Twenty-onbodies have already
I'een recovered from the ruins
Hundreds of persons are Injured.
The roof. of houses a mile distant from the exploding magazines were blown off. A number
of ttuii irtanl foreign mercantile
establishments were completely
demolished. The financial losses
are enormous.
e
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if Wood Is Relieved of Command Laborers Get Increase of 5
In the Phlllppines-Wes-t- on
Per Cent Skilled Men
Get Even More.
Succeeds Him.

Strike Is Not Settled
Within Week.

--

MASONS WANT TO

GRANT GETS DEPART6.000 STRIKERS GO
LAY ALL STONE
MENT OF THE LAKES
BACK TO WORK

Philadelphia, May 3. As a result
of a dispute among labor unions representing the bricklayers.
stonema-

ANTI-EUROPE-

RIOTS IN INDIA
Allahabad, British India, May 3.
Serious
riots have ocA
curred at Rawalpindi, Punjab.
Hindoo mob burned two bungalow,
pillaged a mission church, looted a
postottice, burned a garage and all the
motor cars in It, destroyed a power
house plant and smashed windows in
the residences of many Europeans.
The armed police eventually obtained an upper hand and dispersed
the rioters.
The outbreak at Rawalpindi is attributed to the incendiary' influence
of agitators who had been making
speeches through Punjab, and who
are considered responsible for the recent outbreak at Lahore.
MAPLE FALLS,

4

4
4
4

Belllngham, Wash.. May 3.
Forest fires are closing In on
Maple Falls, in the northwest
part of Watcum county, and the
town is burning. The last word
received before all telephone and
telegraph wires went down was
a frantic call for help from Bel- llugham.
A special train with
fire fighting appartus Is leaving
here. Maple Falls has a popula- tlon of 800 people.

to

4

4
4
4

4

BIDS FOK I'. S. INDIW
M IIOOI. Bi ll. KINGS OI

.

cm met. t
The
Omaha.
lias definitely decided to proceed with
the Huntley project of opening 30
000 acres of government land for settlement T.ear Billings. Mulit by the
lottery or drawing system.
The exact date ha- - not been fixed, but it
will be about Jii'.e v a or July 1 ThU
will be the tir.--t rfo'eihmeiit land
where
thrown open for settlement
water for irrigation is immediately
in
available. The land
within fifteen
miles of a ugar beei factory at
--

.

on

I

SI

Washington, I). C, May i.
Tile bills for additional buildings
for the United Slates Indian
training school at Albuquerque
were opened today. They were
as foliows: A. W. Hayden $14,-- .
Wallace Hessfldei., f U.sy;
for mess hall. For the conntru
tlon of a dormitory Hayden.
1.M)0; Hesselden. $18,91.0. Out.
side hni.s were higher.

lerious steamer which anchored near
Goodwin Sands yesterday, turns out
to be the Russian volunteer cruiser
Terek, which took a prominent part
In the war between Russia and Japan
It appears that while the Terek was
being towed to Barry for repairs the
tugs left her to obtain coal.
The Terek sank the British steamer
Iakona June 6, 190S, north of Hon
Kong, claiming the Lakona was car
lying contraband of war. Later th
Terek sank the steamer Princess
Marie, after pronouncing her carg'
contraband.

Paris, May 3. Charles J. Steed
man, ot New York and Philadelphia,
sou of the late KearAdmiral Steed
man, committed suicide by shootln
ACTING 60YERN0R himself
last night in a hotel here.
steed man and wife, who Is a daugh
ter of a former governor of Rhode
Island, reached Paris April 30 from
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Italy, accompanied by their child.
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 3.
Since hla arrival here Steedman
W.
At 11:30 this morning J.
became despondent for some reason
Raynolda. territorial secretary,
and when left temporarily
alone In
w;i-- t
made governor of New 4 his room last night he killed him
Mexico,
vice H. J. Hagerman.
self.
whose resignation was accepted 9
by the president.
GENTLEMEN RIDERS WILL BE
The territorial secretary took
NUMEROUS AT CLUB RACE.
possession of the governor's of- New York, May 3. Gentlemen ridlive, which was vacated by Ha- ers will be numerous at the Meadow
german.
Park Hunt club race meet tomorrow,
There was no formality about
permission to hold which was granted
the change. Hagerman left the
Capitol after shaking hands with
by the National Steeple Chase and
his appointees, who happened
for which event
Hunt association,
to be about and went to his 4 twenty-fiv- e
gentlemen applied for and
addlhome in the Fort Marcy
received licenses. The event evidenttlon.
ly arouses much enthusiasm among
He would make no statement.
the gentlemen riders and they will
His plans are not known here.
present a brilliant spectacle aa they
He will probably leave In a few
days for Itoswell where his fath- - 4 crowd the course.
er, J. J. Hagerman, resides, to 4
take a much needed rest.
DELEGATE ANDREWS EN
The past month has been a
strenuous time for him.
4
It Is known definitely here
ROUTE TO NEW MEXICO
that it will be at least two
months before Captain George 4
Curry will reach New Mexico.
In the meantime
Governor
Raynolds will have his hands
Special to The Evening Cit.zen.
full conducting two of the most
Washington, D. C, May 3.
exat tlng offices in the territory.
Perfect satisfaction
with the
final adjustment of the Hager- man
W. Ray- matter
with
J.
and
' ' S
''
nolds us governor until Captain
4
4 4' i
can
Mex- Curry
New
to
return
III I.I O (.IRI S GO
Delegate W.
ico, exists here.
KI T OX STRlki:
li. Andrews will leave Washing- ton this afternoon at 3:45 o'clock
Sal; Francisco. May 3. I'r.ir- on an
'icaliy all the operators of the
train for Chicago. 4
4 He will leave Chicago via the
Pacific
Stales Telegraph and
California limited for Albuquer- company uruck today
Tliliinie
que Saturday evening, nothing
for ini leased wages. The book- preventing and should
reach
keepers and other employes are
Albuquerque
Moyday if he
acting as operators pending the 4
stops.
no
n
makes
engagement of
girls. " 4
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4
4
4
4
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4
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m ux oi r liVii.D.

lll'MLV LAND WILL
by i.ori i n
opened
bi: May
3
g

d

Deal.

WA.S

ltUHSIAX C'Kt'LSLIK,
England, May 3. The mys

Butte. Mont., May 3. Zeke Shires,
the
murderer of Maur-ac- e
Chaplin, an auctioneer of Denver,
two years ago, arrived here In charge
of a deputy sheriff. Relatives are
trying to prove an alibi for Shires,
but he declares he deceived his mother as to his whereabouts on the night NEW YORK MAN
of the murder and instead of being
on a ranch, as relatives claim, he was
In Denver.
SUICIDES IN PARIS
Shires readily consented
to extradition and will return with
an officer to Denver Saturday morning, but declared that he preferred
to be hanged in Butte Instead of Den- WIIHW IS A DAUGHTER OF THE
ver, as the execution would worry
LATE GOVERNOR OF RHODE
his mother and disturb his relatives.
ISLAND.

WASH- -

INGTON", IS Ul'KMN'G.

Guidon, May 3. The 1,0U' guinea
stakes at Newmarket today was wo'i
by Witch Kirn; Frugality, second and
Sixty, third. Seventeen horses started. The
were for
tillles,
one mile. "Altitude, ridden by D.i'.iy Mallei, wa.
fourth.
three-year-ol-

SHIRES CONFESSES

CHAPLIN

AN

Omaha. May 3. The entire work
lug force of all the packing houses In
South Omaha, comprising about 8.000
men, this morning were notified that
an advance In wages of from & to 15
per cent had been granted them.
Aa a result of this announcemen
200 men who were out on stiike a
the plants of the Armour and Cudahy
companies returned at once.
Five per cent Increase Is granted
to 6,000 unskilled laborers.
The
skilled laborers will receive greate
increases.
MYSTF.UIOl'S VF.SNi:L

also.

1XGS OF IH BI.IN FAIR.
Dublin, May 3. Tomorrow Is tha
day set for the plots to burn down
the buildings of the Dublin international fair, to culminate, but it is
considered that the discovery of them
in time has frustrated the nefarious
design. The plots are attributed to
t lie advanced political sections in Ireland which, admittedly, are violently
opposed to the International exhibition, claiming that it would - unfair
to Ireland to display the product of
of
the highly developed Industries
other nations In competition with nay
l.ig'u-ltive products which are not
perfected

NEW MARKET TODAY

Washington, D. C, May 3. An
order assigning various officers
to
command deprrtments proposed by
the general stiiT was Issued today.
It provides among other things that
Major General Wood be relieved of
the command df the Philippine division and shall assume command of the
department of the east at Governors
Island, relieving Major General Grant
who will assume command of the department of the lakes at Chicago.
Major General Jchn F. Weston is
ordered to San Antonio, Texas, to assume command of the department of

sons and granite cutters of this city,
work on many buildings was suspended today by order of the master
bricklayers, who last night decided
to stop work until the unions
can
come to an agreement.
About 4,000 workmen are affected,
but If suspension continues for more
than a week about 30,000 men of
the various buildings trades will be
forced Into idleness.
Neither wages nor hours are Involved. The dispute concerns the laying
of stone after It has been made ready Texas.
bv granite cutters.
by the
The masons, reinforced
bricklayers, with whom they are af- ZEKE
filiated, hold that only they should
lay stone, while granite cutters, supported by builders, claim that they
should not only cut stone but lay It

iU
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OFFICIAL Orrie.
Special
session of Ballut
Abyad Temple. A. O. O. N. JU. 8.
this evening for practice. Allioines are requested to be presT
T
4
4 4 4 4
0
ent.
4
In the wreck: at Maxwell City,
T. N. WILKERSOX,
N.
M.,
Wednesday
evening
when
Illustrious Potentate.
.the first section of train No. 1.
J. C. FEKGER. Recorder.
4 a Shrlners special, was derailed 4V
Special Ceremonial session of
by reason of rotten ties, which
Ballut Abyad Temple, A. A. O.
4V allowed
morning,
the track to spread,
4 N. M. S., Saturday
May 4, at 10 o clock for business '
three persons, two women and '
man,
were painfully, but not
a
at 2 o'clock p. m. for Initiation
seriously injured.
and at 7:30 p. m. the Daughters
At
time it left the track
the
4 of Isls will Initiate a number of e
'
the train was running at a speed 4'
new members, after which all
an
4 estimated at thirty miles
will partake of a banquet which
T
will be served at the Harvey F e hour. The Injured are:
CHARLES BROOKS. Denver.
4
house.
leg broken and other bruises; '
T. N. WILKERSONV
painful.
Illustrious Potentate.
WILSON, of
MRS. FANNIE
J. C. FEROER, Recorder.
4
Youngstown, Ohio: face, neck
by
her being
and breast cut
hurled through a car window.
IiOC AL &HRIERS ARE
4 Mrs. Wilson was brought to a
NOW GETTING BUSY
local hosp U1.
As the
of welcoming the vis
An unknown woman of Ger- Itlng Shrtners will be over, the local
r.ioly bruised; V
man national.
proceed
to have a little 4 became hysterical, and left the
temnle will
own,
taking
a
of
saying
their
she
entertainment
train,
had. i'elsttv
place tomorrow. At 2:30 o clock In
living In Albuquerque.
Third
the lodge rooms on North
street the ceremonial exercises will
be held, at which a large class o
The wrecked train was the first secinto the tion
novices will be initiated
of a long Shriner special that
Shrine. "The tr n over the hot sands had
been cut in two at La Junta.
to the oasis of Ballut Abyad," will
to statements made by the
cuustime several hours- time.
crew and vmssengers, the first
At j :30 o'clock tomoriow night the train
was running down grade near
Daughters of Isls will hold thel section
Maxwell City, when the engine and
ceremonial exercises. Initiating a par cars
Jumped the track. After bumpty of novices Into the ladles auxll ing over
the ties for several hundred
larv of the Shrine.
feet, two Pullmans toppled over. The
At 9:30 o'clock, a banquet will be accident
occurred
at about 4:30
given by the local Shrlners to the
In the afternoon.
members from Demlng, silver oiy. o'clock
among
the passenWild confusion
Raton, Las Vegas. San Marcial and gers
followed the catastrophy. Amidst
elsewhere in the territory, w hich wil the shouts
and orders of the train
begin arriving herb about mldnlgh crew could be
heard the screams and
women
and children who had
cries of
been precipitated against the sides of
and Jostled
the cars overturned
among tho seats. Even in the cars
remaining upright, many were tlirown
prostrate on the floor.
Brooks, the Denver man. boarded
the train at La Junta, and at that
time was suffering with a lame knee.
When the car fell over he was hurled
against some object and his knee was
Mrs. Wilson was dashed
fractured.
a window of a sleeping car.
tonight to attend the various exer through
her liead struck the ground and her
cises. The banquet w ill be served at face
and shoulders were lascerated by
the Alvarado.
broken glass. She was Immediately
At 12:40 o'clock Sunday mornln carried
to one side and given the
by
the local Shrine, strengthened
Nobles from various cities in the ter firstTheattention.
elderly Gerwoman,
other
ritory, will start for the oasis of Los man lady, was thrownanfrom her seat
Angeles, where they expect to arrlv and
After
Jarred up considerably.
Monday morning, In time to attend receiving
a
temporary relief from
the opening exercises of the grand physician, she was able to continue
conclave.
Journey as far as Albuquerque.
The New Mexico party will be theWhen the second
section arrived at
made ud of the following:
scene
of the accident, the Injured
T. N. Wllkerson, potentate: W. D, the
on
made as
placed
board
were
McFerran, chief rabban; E. C. Allen comfortable as possible. andThen
this
oriental guide; E. A. Cahoon, dele section
up
was
detoured
and
delegate over th backed
gate;
John Borradalle,
Uocky
Mountain
Louis,
St.
Frank McK.ee. past Imperial poten
Pacific Railway, the "Swastika"
tate; E. S. Spooner, Otto Hahn and
to French, where the train took
George Tletzel, A. M. Whltcomb route,
own
tracks again. Upon arriving
its
Pau at
Thomas Hudson, Max Levy,
Vegas. Brooks left the train
Las
Teutsch. H. G. Ballard, James Wll and said he would
return to Denver
Alex McGregor,
klnson,
Frank
treatment. He is a member of
Strong, J. H. Braew, Frank Johnson for
of
Shrlners.
temple
Denver
J. A. Hubbs. G. M. Slaughter. W. C the Mr. Wilson Brought
Here.
Porterfield, W. H. Jack, W. H. ew
Vegas,
took
Dr. Smith, of Las
comb, C. L. Snook, u. c. Butler an charge
Wilson,
when the
and
Mrs.
Frank Miller. The women In tliF, special of
4 o'clock yesat
here
arrived
party will be Mrs. Matthews, Mrs.
she was resting
afternoon
rs terday
H. Strong. Mrs. J. A. Hubbs,
much easier. More than thirty cuts
John Borradalle. Miss E. irisarri about
and breast had
face,
neck
the
Mrs. Frank McKee. Mrs. McFerran
Dr. Smith left the
to be dressed.
Mrs. G. M. Slaughter. Mrs. W. C. train
here, returning home last night
Porterfield. Mrs. W. H. Jack, th
train No. s. He stated that th
Misses Jack, Mrs. W. II. Newcomb on
injuries were painful, but
woman's
Miss Newcomb, Mrs. C. L. Snook an
not serious.
Mrs. E. C. Butler.
and Baby.
The Albuquerque headquarters in Narrow EHcape ofof Mother
Bloomtieid, N. J .
Los Angeles will be at the Hollen-liec- k andMrs.herSchrlber,
baby, had a narrow
little
hotel.
escape. She was gazing out the winIxx-a- l
Noble take Second Breath.
when the train Jumped the track
The last train of Shrlners from dis- dow
and u moment later, when the car
tant parts left at 2 o'clock this after- toppled
over, she was pitched into the
noon and now the local lodge can aisles and
roughly shaken up. While
breath a sigh of relief, not tnat they lying prostrate she was
picked up and
begrudged the work of welcoming carried out by L. G. Brown,
of Elkand entertaining their fellow nobles. hart, Intl.. who himself hai been
hut Just because everything went oft thrown on his head but Immediately
in so satisfactory a manner. The resufficiently to lenu what
ception committee has received many n vered he
The baby being
compliments on the way they handled well bundled could.
up in clothing
and
the thousands of visitors. Now the blankets was unharmed.
Mrs. Sohrie-he- r
local temple can turn to its own prisaid:
vate affairs. Tomorrow there are
feel very thankful that we came
many novices to be Initiated Into the out"I safely;
it seems a miracle to me
Shrine; ceremonial exercises to be
and that the
that baby was not hurt
performed and, in the evening, a ban- car
catch on fire from the
quet at the Alvarado to attend, w here stove.did I not
feel very stiff on account of
a number of other New Mexico tembruises, and very nervous. 1 was
ples will have representatives present my
my seat into the alsl,
from
to do Justice to the hospitality of the thrown
head striking so hard on the floor
nobles of Ballut Abyad. Then Sunday my
consciousness.
I Instantly loss
morning all will leave for Los An- that
When I regained my senses I found
geles.
that I whs out in the open air, having
been carried out by Mr. Brown, who
Till', SMtlAXS WI Ri:
also saw that my baby w as rescued ."
A 1 1 I I.Y Bl ( ll.
lMr Track Cail.tetl Accident.
The Syrian temple of Cincinnati arHiown assisted the trainmen In serived on thoir special at 8 a. m., with curing order and in a slioit time all
a body of 16 representatives, and passengers were out of di'.g.r.
stopped over an hour and a half
Mr. Brown said
caused by the
"The accident w
These Shrlners were a lively crowd,
and, like all Uie preceding visitors, wet ground and rotten condition of
the rail t
allowed
ties,
which
the
were loud in voicing praise about
Albuquerque. To break the mouot- - spread. Had the train been going at
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Classified Advertisements:

SUPPLIES

WANTED.
XnT Cr At once, girl in office,
must write poo. J plain hand. The
Imperial Laundry t o
Situation, with mouciaie
WANTKli
wage-- , bv voung miin; pood penAddress M.
man nnd' !yp writer.
thl office.
stylish
wanting
Lnilles
'i
nii.l dressmaking, call on
in. ,
ortn
Mips Crane. Din
uso apyiew- street. Prices low.
'Phone 944
tices wanted
secona-han- d
Gentleman's
V ANTED
clothing. No. 615 South Flr-- t
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
coinposl-to- r
WANTED Position as
in pood office. First class man.
of
Dnn t drink and can give best
Ma" of family. Would
referents.
rr.f..r to work under contract.
City,
Write L. W. Cray. Morgan
State salary when writing.
La
1 OK HFNT.
light
FOK RENT Two rooms foraltfT'
housekeeping. 2"
outFOR KENT Newly furnished
bath,
ha.i
side rooms, modern avenue.
Tne
block from Railroad
114':, North Second
Granada."
.
street.
.
ail new hoUseKeep rooms, well furnished, Includin

vrm

--

LOANS

I'HOrKKTY

MONEY to LOAN
Organ
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel!:
also on SALARIES AND WAR1
HOUSE RECEIPTS, at low ai ll
anj ns high Bs $200. Loans ar
prlvata
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Goods remain In your
Ou rates are reasonable. Call am
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4. Grant Bldg.
115 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
Pianos,

On

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWVEKh.
M. Bond.
ATTORNET AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

THE OUT CURVE AS PITCHED
BY CHRISTY MATHEWSON

BEGINS

ER

S, 1907.

V

I

k'.'

and
Soap. Nnll
ManicureScissor,

Brushes.

Bath

BruliCf.

(urn

Corn Flics,
Pliistrrs,
Shampoo OTennis, Hair Tonics,
Tiilcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

Let us Supply You

Rumor in New York Says "Traction
King's" Widow Will Marry Again as
Soon as Freed From Present
Alliances.
tow
X
New York. May
it i
known positively that the suit tiled on
Wednesday by "the attorneys of Mrs.
diYcrkcs-Mlzne- r
Is for absolute
Louis
vorce from her young
B. Jlasbrook. of No. ;r7 Broadway,
was appointed referee by Judge
and within a short time it is
expected that she will again be free.
Coincident with the news of the divorce suit It Was reported that the
willow of the 'traction king" Is to lie
married a third time as foon ns the
bonds between herself and Wilson
In her h"ine
Mi.ner are sundered.
on Fifth avenue it was said "he was
alsen.t. and she could not be found to
or affirm this report.
All the attorneys In the divorce ac
tion declined to discu-- s the case, but
it Is known It was bemin last Sat
urday, when papers were served on
Mr. Viz.ner. The charge against mm
Is the onlv one on which an absolute
livorce can be nhtained in this state.
was
The name of the
not made public, but it i" understood
prominence.
she Is of no social
Mr. Mlzner took rather elaborate
pains to avert being questioned in re
gard to the suit. aixeiiMng himself
from his apartment in tnp Hotel
street, and ,
Band. In West Forty-nint- h
d.

T

The HIGHLAND

U-n-

PHARMACY
Occidental LIfo Building. Cor.
Iluilrond Ave. and Broadway.

Ira

N

YERKES-MIZN-

l ltlDAV, MAY

SUIT FOR ABSOLUTE DIVORCE

Toilet Accessories
PERSONAL

EVENING CITIZEN.

where he usually
the
found when he Is In New York.
He and .lr- .Mi.ner have not been
living togethir for several months.
in
Immediately after the marriage,
Januarv. lHoil. only a month after the
de.ith if Charles T. Yerkes in the
Waldorf-AstoriMrs. Mizner flatly
denied that rhe was Mizner's wife,
professing not to recall that any ueh
ceremony had been performed. Mizner went away, but when he returned
to New York six weeks later there
w as a r- - oncilliation
and for a short
between
time there was harmony
them.
They separated again, however, and
the next heard of Mlzner he was In
champ of a moving picture show in
San Francisco, while his wife was un
dergoing an operation for appendi
citis in Chicago. She returned to this
city alone In lleceniber and a short
time ago Mizner reappeared here, but
they were not seen together and It
was then reported a divorce suit was
in prospect.
Charles T. Yerkes' estate still remains unsettled and It Is uncertain
how large his widow's share will be
and whether there will be enough
remaining to carry out his plan to
donate his house and collection of
painting to the city.
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lirlsty Mat lie
v son, of the New York
,

How

(lant.s Starts His Out

Curt--

Hoys, it's almost a cinch most of. in the picture
just how Christ
you have an idea that you will be a Mathewson, of the New York Nation

SI F.Pt..
second Amos Itusie when you grow als, grasps the ball for an
Tha
Pensions
up.
Maybe you will if you stick to, picture was snapped Just as the bail
caveats
copyrights,
land patents,
pitching practice. We are going to was ready to leave the hand. Nottca
letter patents, trade marks, claims LAWYERS WHO PREY,
help you by telling you how to throw the palm is upward. The ball shoott
curve balls. Any boy can throw them out between the first finger and
It. W. I). Bryan.
If he will practice.
thumb. The curve depends upon the
AlbuquerATTORNET AT LAW.
rotary motion given.
Be sure yo'l
que, N. M. Office,
First Nations
Hut before you start, here are a do
not hold the ball too tightly. This
building.
leSLric
things
few
Bank
to
remember:
619
11
4.00.
-,
.will prevent It getting the necessary
sou in mm
Practice as often as you can.
E. P. uoi- E. W". Pobson.
rotary motion. You can start it unWest Railroad avenue.
Strive to get control.
Offlea
LAW.
AT
ATTORNET
derhanded or overhanded.
den.
.tlxni (;n rd iter III Success Mugnine.
Don't overdo yourself.
wen- block,
M
N.
Albuquerque,
Cromwell
If your hand is too small to get a
airy,
Light,
good
your
arm.
care
Take
of
FOR RENT
A species of lobbying which
has SUDDEN DROP IN
WILL Change your delivery until you get secure hold the way Mathewson doe?,
FARMING
DRY
rooms for rooming or light
swing the thumb a little farther up
yielded exceedingly large returns to
All
DENTISTS.
housekeeping.
om8t
a style that does not make your arm on the ball.
1ng on the outside.
those engaged in it Is that which has
ore.
House.
Minneapolis
After you are sure you have the
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
and up.
legislation. How
t3 do with Indian
Abandon every unnecessary motion right grasp, practice.
A. T. Devore.
And don't get
NEW
RECLAIM
Second.
Dental Surgeon.
LUMBER
M4Sth
may
great
be was
these returns
that will give the base runner a good discouraged if you don't see the curve
Proprietor.
Rooms 2 and S. Barnett building
start.
revealed to the public shortly
the first day. If you keep at it, you
over O'RIelly'a drug store. Prion
FOll SAI-F-,
In the first lesson we are going to are sure to learn.
No. 744. Appointments made by mali. after the first session of the Fifty-nint- h
you
to
how
tell
curve.
Tomorrow- - we will tell you about
throw
an
out
congress, when an action was
Address
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
It is the easiest of all. You can see the
writer, good as new. office.
brought in court to enforce the pay Building Material Cheape- rNo. 806 Railroad avenue.
Offlc
Typewriter, care Citizen
ment of an attorney
fee of 1750,000
lots by the railroad hours, 9 a. m., to 12:80 p. m.: 1:81 to Manstield, McMurray, and Cornish,
FOR SALE Klve on
Lime and Brick Prices
Broadway
6 p. m.
Ap
m.
.outh
to
phones.
doing
two
lawyers
Both
firm
of
business In
and
track
Rafael Sedlllo, pointments made by mail.
Muskogee, Indian
Methods Used in Tillage of
Territory.
,v the hospital.
nnd
Declining.
Washington, D. C. This firm had se
731 South Broadway.
passage
affecting
of
bill
a
the
cured
V.
M.
SHERIDAN, M. D.
rs.
.Soil Are the Same the"
FOR SALE Fine Chlckering
Homeopathic I'hyslclan and Surgeon the property interests of the Five
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
Ivillzed Tribes,
store,
and their
World Over.
Occidental Life Building. Tele
over Futrelle s furniture
tlpulated contingent
fee was the MEANS RESUMPTION OF W0KK
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M.
evening, between 6 and 7:30.
upheld
amount
court
named.
The
typewriter,
DR. R, U HUSI.
their claim and the money was paid.
FOR SALE Underwood
i
good as new. cheap; new Interna-f.It should be explained that, in In Avaricious Middle Man No Longer
Office,
X. T. Armljo Bldg.
The interest in dry farming con
vnrvolonaedia. new, cheap,
Territory there Is an estate of
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb dian
the
tinues to grow. Throughout
0,000.000
exceedingly
acres
of
rich
W. E. Mllliken. Library building.
Frequency Electrical Current and and fertile land, much of It underlaid
Key to Situation
Holds
-in
m
territory
and
"Variety
northern
half
of
the
the
At
in SALE
bread, Germicide. Treatments given each with mineral and oil deposits of fab
several sections of the central and
best of home-bake- d
"Frisco.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
At
day
from
among
being
baked
value,
ulous
divided
ptel cakes, doughnuts
southern portion, much Interest is be
nurse in attendance. Both phones. some 100,000 citizens and freedmen
all
ing manifested in this subject. Th
beans, soup, candy, etc.:
InCivilized
dry
Five
of
the
of
Tribes
groceries,
staple
influx of Immigrants into the terri
Also
DRS. BHONSON & BRONSON,
dians. It Is natural that in such dis
JTooda and notions. 506 South Arno.
May 3. The tory, resulting in the settlement of
Cal..
Francisco,
San
SPOUTING NOTES.
questions
tribution
should
and
arise
large areas in the dry farming dis
Homeopaths.
Phone 710.
claims be made requiring judicial and price of lumber In the local market tricts.
numalready
Drug
has
increased
the
Van's
Over
Phone
Store.
withoppor
legislative
Outlaw Bob Unglaub has been apaction. Hence the
L08T.
has dropped $fl a thousand feet
ber of persons who desire informa
Office and residence, (28.
tunity for lawyers.
pointed captain of the Boston Ameriin a very brief period, and all indica- tion on dry farming methods.
lined wlin
I
6ST Black lace wrapstreet
YYHKItK XI ICY riAY TODAY.
DIt. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
cans.
in addition to Indian Territory. tions point to a further decline in the
The principles of dry farming at:
white silk, on Fourthavenue. between
When your animals are sick you there are all the other tribes and res near future, all along the line, and
by
newno
agriculture.
means
Railroad and Gold
The
to
country,
throughout
all
surgeon.
National
league.
good
ervations
the
need a
veterinary
CaK
"I haven't a loafer on my team."
the nrooertv owners, builders and fundamental
to this office,
principles Involved in
Pittsburg at Chicago.
undergoing, to a greater or less ex- contractors
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
says President
Comlskey, of the
from
deliverance
feel
that
over.
Brooklyn at Xew York.
tent, the same process of participation the rapacious clutches of the middle tillage are the same the world
White Sox.
"OTlCE OF SPECLAL ELECTION
appear
only
in
the
Philadelphia
The
differences
UNDERTAKER.
at Boston.
and the final division and settlement man is now in sight. Other materCouncil of
ot their landed estates. Some of the ials used for building are also on the varying conditions of soil, water, ell
By defeating W. H. Clearwater ot
BT Authority of the City N. M.
Auto,
phone
Colo.,
316.
111 Indian tribes are exceedingly
dry
example,
For
League.
Red
rich.
etc.
under
Albuquerque.
American
mate.
of
City
(Ireenhurg. Pa., Thomas Hueston reproperty owners whose farming conditions we cannot, as tin
the
secretary of the Interior, acting decline,fen-andrebuilding
Chicago
The
Detroit.
at
A.
BORDERS.
ils title as pool champ.
tains
had to be de der irrigation,
nlnns
government, is custodian of fori-ethat an elec- Commercial Club building.
Boston at Washington.
water for
substitute
Notice is hereby given city
Blaes for themoneys
of
nutner to the excessive
general
guardian
St.
Cleveland.
Louis
at
their
and
the
case
the
cultivation,
in
in
of
because
the
held
will
or White hearse, 88.
Lajorle, of the Cleveland Amerition .....
: be.i .
ataln Invite bids for new former there is no excess of water
on Saturday,
Washington at Philadelphia.
and trustee of their property.
But material will Building
cans, accepted 41 chances this season
operations will available.
many of the Indians are like so many structures.
New York at Philadelphia.
mVv 4.' 1907, between the hours of
ARCHITECTS
In
energy
six games without an error.
p. rochildren, and they are quite ready to be prosecuted with renewed
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock voting
All of the operations of dry farm
will increase
activity
vigor,
STAND.
and
HOW
attorneys,
TIIKY
contracts
and
Into
enter
with
Spencer.
following
7
T.
W.
Room
Bar
ing cluster around two Important fea.
Bube Waddell has been suspended
of said day. at the
hold forth promise of a little perceptibly.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M which
thirty days. Connie Mack says the
formation of a
ready money.
iMen thoroughly posted on local tures, namely, thestorage
Hall.
league.
National
ht., rtv Office
Both phones.
Reuben refused to obey rules.
reservoir.
water
E. building conditions ascribe the change capacious
Indian Commissioner Francis
Chas.
of
Won. Lost. Pet.
a
o
ward
Leupp Is constantly at war with these to several causes. Immediately after and the conservation of the soil mois Chicago
3
13
.812
NOTARY PUBLIC.
& Co.. on GN1 venue.
year
when
Frank Gotch retains his title as
season
Chadwlck
of
the
ture
until
the
prey
upon
people
as
his the big tire, and as soon
shark lawyers who
.,..-- ..
3
New York
13
.812 champion
H. Dun
ti7, riffles of E. and
wrestler by defeating Fred
charges.
There Is one attorney In could recover from the tirst shock, the crop can make the best use of It. Pittsburg
9
3
D.
.750
Tlios.
K.
Gold
Maddlson.
street
Third
of
Beel, at Chicago, two out of three
tax, corner
manifested to The soil must be loosened up by deep Philadelphia
5
9
.643
Office with W. B. Cbllders,
111 particular who has Incurred Leupp s intense anxiety was
falls.
displeasure, but who has succeeded erect temporary structures in which plowing so as to permit the rain and Boston
9
6
.400
VFoSrth Ward At office of George West Gold avenue.
snow to penetrate it not a Cincinnati
In placing himself beyond the reach to
5
10
.333
house people, and in which to re- melting
of the ooace, South
-Falling to get a bout with "Battlaway
being
single
run
to
drop
of law or influence, and is trading and sume
allowed
rv. Nime. jtwetiee
to
eagerness
3
14
.177 ing"
In their
St. Louis
business.
HAIR DRESSER ATTD CHXROPO growing rich on property fleeced from
Nelson, English Johnny Sumover
water
has
After
surface.
the
the
1
and
12
.077
shelter
Brooklyn
race
for
In
the
be
first
a. ,Kih'Mld election the question
premers
will hook up with Harlem TomDIST.
Indians. inis man now nas xxo.oou places of business, owners and con- soaked into the soil It must be
Thirty
my
Issuance
against
publlca
Murphy.
the
of
worth
libel
authorizing
suits
to
returning
surface
the
of
and vented from
tractors became heedless of cost maAmerican I.eague.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No Hons which have Inadvertently men
to be evaporated and lost.
Should
Thousand (830,000) Dollars of bond.
readily permitted the
Won. Lost. Pet.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pr- - tioned his rascality, and all the wit value, and
a
number of hits don't always
rough
plowing,
be
soil
the
left
after
of the said City oi
4
Chicago
10
.714 tellThe
city pared to give thorough scalp treat- nesses needed to defend his suits terial men to charge exorbitant
the good and the bad pitcher. A
large
exposed
will
to
be
Mexico, to erect and build
the
surface
ex5
limited
with
10
Philadelphia
.667 dozen
Contractors,
prices.
geo
to
beyond
the
been
have
removed
the
submitted
hits,
be
well scattered, may n, i
building, will
do hair dressing, treat corns graphical limits of the Bntted States perience and less capital, engaged in air which will result in the loss of New York
6
9
.600 be as
city, who are ment,
bad as four in a bunch.
moisture. leveling th Detroit
qualified voters of said personal
it
6
Sh making It rather difficult for the de building, ami promised to pay any much soil
ingrowing
bunions
.572
and
nails.
propor
8
7
to ground at once after plowing will re Cleveland
.533
the owners of torealtaxation,
within the gives massage treatment and mani fendants to defend. This lobby law price the dealers felt of disposed
Mike Cantillon, Minneapolis manerty, subject
6
10
.375 ager,
the-- e
mush- sult In the least amount of surface Boston
anxiety
curing.
prepara
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Mrs.
charge.
own
The
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hypnotic
wonderful
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Influence
MexNew
has been set down for three
exposure
power
of Albuquerque,
of
dislocating
9
to
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the
Washington
.357
in
scarcity
a
tlon of complexion cream builds us In congress, and at each session some room contractors caused
days.
He refused to leave th tle'.d
4
the air and wind. Very much less St. Louis
13
.235
.
hereunto the skin and Improves the complex- bill contains paragraphs here and the material market and forced prices moisture
when
ordered to do so at Louisville.
hereof I have
a
smooth
will
lost
be
from
authorizing
to
there
certain
Indians
skyward.
April 24.
caused to be affixed ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In sell their lands. The sale Is always
surface than from a rough surface
set my hand andcuy
Western League.
Xo .More TeniMriiry I!uililliiK.
oi aiuihucuv, Jurtous. She also prepares a hair to this attorney, and It Is said he se
Furthermore, pulverizing the surface
Won. Lost. Pet.
the seal of the
Jim Corbett rises to remark that
structures and retards the movement toward the IV-- Moines
tonic that cures and prevents dan cures for $500 land worth $5000
8
4
.667
The temporary
New Mexico.
McKEE
7
6
.538 if the bill permitting amateur boxiug
druff and hair falling out; restorai and often neglects to pay even the emergency buildings are all complet- surface of the moisture In the deeper Denver
Mayor.
turning
7
6
their
City
are
In New Y'ork becomes a law
matches
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of
soil.
now
builders
Sioux
Surface
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and
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.462 ateurs In the Empire .state.
nent structures, which can ::ot be Intervals, not only until the crop is Lincoln
HARRY F. LEE.
face powder, a freckle cure and piru
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City Clerk.
completed In a few days, weeks or planted, but also for some time there- Pueblo
pie cure and pile cure. All of these
BY
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in
buildings
deep
Hy
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after, even with the cereals.
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First publication April 8. 1907.
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sources.
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Queen Copper company In the Plnos
fight mne
Altos mining district,
north of Silver City. Both gentlemen
are large stockholders in the company and visited the mines with a
familiarizing
view of thoroughly
themselves with the properties and
incidentally to enjoy the unexcelled
climate and mountain scenery of this
section. Both gentlemen were more
than Batistled with the result of their
Investigations and spoke enthusiastically of the numerous exposures of
pay ore and the economical handling
of the name through the tunnel to the
proposed two hundred ton separating
plant to be erected this year, the unquestioned possibility of a permanent
industry and convenience to railroad
and market.
When questioned with
reference to the development work
being done they stated that the crosr-tunnis in about three hundred feet,
exposing eight feet of ore In No. 2
ore vein, eighteen feet of ore In No.
3 ore vein, sever, and one-hafeet
of ore in No. 6 ore vein, 4') feet of
ore In No. " ore vein, over f.O feet of
ore in No. S ore vein and between 45
and SO feet of ore in No. 9 ore vein to
the face of the tunnel with no foot
in sight, all between defined inCONFIDENCE OF CAPITAL SHOWN BY LARGE INVESTMENTS wall
trusive and in some cases lime con
tact walls with an approximation of
agilaBBaaaaaBBBBaannBnnannaBBjaj
three hundred feet of drifts In the
several ore bodies.
Pitman and Ware informel
Copper Flat Attaining Prominence Tyrone Development theMessrs.
Independent that they had walkp
over
for more
vein
ed
the
America-Forest
Company of
Company-Meerscha- um
than a mile on the property of the
company and believed that the sucBurro Mountains.
Queen Copper Company-Coone- y.
cessful treatment of the ore and good
management will insure to the stockPropGold Hills and Other Camps Are Among
holders a satisfactory and permanent
dividend paying Investment.
Money
Makers
Cooney,
erties Which Promise to be
The CiMMiey mine, belonging to the
Mogollou Gobi and Copper company.
ployment to hundreds of men, but! Is showing up nicely, and some very
(From Silver City Independent.)
A mining deal which means much put thousands of dollars In clrcula-- l fine ore is being sacked, besides a
for the future prosperity of Grant tion among the merchants of the good grade going to the mill. In one
county was consummated last week county, and furthermore It will prove slope one man has been breaking
prominent beyond a doubt the additional value from five to seven tons of milling ore
when T. Walter Beam, aColo.,
closed of Grant county's mineral resources daily, besides sacking from six to
mining man of Denver,
claims In and operating them.
twenty sacks of shipping ore of a
on options for thirty-on- e
district,
Mining
Tyrone.
value of $150 a ton. T. J. Curran,
copper Flat, Central
person
Tyrone
county.
visiting
president of the company, who Is in
Every
the
this
all camp these days is amazed at the re- active charge of operations, has first
The claims Include practically and
of the properties In Copper Flat
sults which are being accomplished class men In charge of mine and mill,
by the Tyrone Development company. and has shown his ability in the manacross the railroad in Hanover gulch,
water
valuable
a.
of
number
as also
It Is, to express It mildly, to say that ner in which he has overcome the
lights. The principal group was obthis property promises to be one of difficulties of operation In a district
Intained from Gilchrist & Dawson,Cop- the biggest copper producers In the so far from the railway and the labor
corporated, and Is known as the
southwest. The developing work un- market. The main double compartper Flat, consisting of the Cumberder the masterful
and experienced ment shaft Is being sunk from the
CopH..
Sumpter,
Laura
land, Congo.
hands of the Merrill brothers. Link sixth level, and each foot In depth
per Carbonate, Lime Mine, Copper and Jack, has been remarkable and gained adds to the value of the Coon-e- y
Glance, Lexington. Free Silver, Super- they have immense bodies of ore to
mine. The Cooney Is the only
Frac- show for their labors.
They have copper producer in the camp, yet
ior. Little Key and Reservation which
gone about It In a deliberate manner there are a number of other group?
tion lode mining claims, all of
are patented. Another groupan was
with unlimited backing and have of claims owned by this company that
old
Martin,
by
Azariah
conveyed
four shafts down from two hundred may equal the Cooney in copper
and
prospector,
man
mining
and
six hundred feet with cross-cut- s
to
values with development.
time
comprising eleven claims located us at different levels. The management
Mining company,
The Enterprise
Colonel,
Is not seeking publicity and Is In with mines in Cooney canyon, Inthe Orphan Boy, Lieutenant
Rider,
Rough
Colonel,
Roosevelt
fact reticent about its operations, but tends to go forward at once with Its
Rough Rider No. 2. Teddy, Bourbon, from a reliable source it is learned new cyanide plant.
Mrs. Freeman,
Perfection, Blooming and Dick Mane-fe- that at one shaft a body of copper widow of the late manager, reached
Still another was conveyed by running very high in average was the district from the east but a few
B. F. Baker. The Baker group con- struck at 190 feet and has not been days ago to take active management
sists of six claims called the Stone- cut through at the depth of 250 feet. of the property.
wall, Oregon, Prize Winner,
The Tyrone operation Is backed by
Gold Hill.
Jessamine and Key Stone some of the biggest mining men in
C. Hinman returned last week
country, including Thomas Cole, from a visit to his
the
Fraction.
mining property
It Is understood that Mr. Beam rep- G. E. Tenner and the Merrill brothers at Gold Hill in which he Is associated
and who developed the Calumet and Ari with Frank G. Cline. The property is
resents a number of prominentamong
wealthy eastern capitalists,
zona at Bisbee. An idea of
known as the Roosevelt. A rich
financing the mining men think of the property what
them .several who arecompany
can
has recently been made ut the
an1 be had from the fact that some of strike
Tyrone. Development
depth of seventy-si- x
feet, the vein bewho are connected with the Calumet them are now bidding seventy-fiv- e
ing
some thirty Inches In width and
and Arizona company. Later on a and eighty dollars a share for the showing much free
gold.
Mr. Hincorporation will be organized to con- development stock and cannot find man brought back a number of very
duct the development work under tho uny to be had at that price. It is un pretty specimens which he has at his
name of the Exploration Company of derstood that tho development com- store here. If the ore holds out it is
New York. The plan of operation will pany will later on be converted Into a certainty that the owners have a
be similar to that adopted by the a mining company, and this within a big thing. Mr. Cllne remained at the
Tyrone company. No money or ex- comparatively short time, as the work mine to continue development
work.
pense will be spared to thoroughly has now gone beyond the develop-- i
Burro Mountain.
exploit and develop the Copper Flat merit stage and the properties can
A party of prominent
St.
country and the result Is almost cer- truthfully be said to be ready for pro- Iouis
tain to be another big copper produc- d action. The name of the mining business men and capitalists have
days
City
in
some
been
Silver
for
county.
ing district for Grant
company will be changed from Ty-- i
The Copper Flat section Is by no rone to some other, probably tli3 looking over the properties of the
neans an unknown quantity. Active Chemung. In addition to its original National Copper Mining company In
operations were conducted there in holdings the company has taken over Whiteriver canyon. Burro Mountain
the middle nineties. In June, 1895, numerous other adjoining properties district. The party consists of W.Mo--5.,
Frank K. Simpson, a Boston capital- and will undoubtedly add more to Haynes, P. C. Liluiiey and T. S.
They were Joined Friday by
ist, purchased the twelve claims com- the list. The operations of the com- - Maims.
prising the Copper Flat group. Prior pany mean a great deal to the peo- Colonel Ed Butler, the well known
to that time the property had been ple of Grant county and it Is most e;i- -: St. Louis politician. All of the gen- sufficiently developed to prove its couraging to know that the develop- tlemen named are stockholders of the
value. The claims were originally ments have far exceeded the expecta- - company. The party made severai
visits to the properties of the comAllen, Clark, tions of the proniotors.
owned by Troutinan,
pany with C. I'. Laughlin, the man- Rogers, Johnson and other. Each
Alunogen District.
one realized that he had a valuable
J. L. Hill, general superintendent ager. All were enthusiastic over ths
way
in which the property is showing
claim, but neither was In a position of the Meerschaum Company of
to properly work the same. Mr. America, operating in the Alunogen up and the excellent management of
Simpson took a hold and did a great district on the Sapello, was in Silver the same by Mr. Laughlin. It Is the
deal of work, absolutely demonstrat- City Saturday attending to business Intention of the company to shortly
ing that extensive ore bodies existed. for ills company.
Mr. Hill reports commence the erection of a large
It was also proved that the ore im- that the road which the company has plant. Excavations are already being
proved in qjality as depth was attain- been constructing from its properties made for the same. The company
ed. Two main shafts were sunk to a to Scott's saw mill is completed. The has large bodies of ore ready for
treatment and the proposition is
depth of
feet and other extensive new road gives an outlet
It
development done. The Rough Rider I'lnos Altos to Silver City andthroun
short- tine one from every standpoint.
be only a comparatively short
group has also been a producer for ens the haul nearly twenty-liv- e
miles. will until
years
the
are
National
past and is well develop- The road Is twenty-tw- o
mines
some
add.
miles m ;time
ed, one shaft being 130 feet. There length and is in a good condition. ed to the copper producing proper
are on the properties immense Iron The company Is now building an ad- ties of the Burro Mountain district.
cropping
showing conclusively the dition to the boarding
Develpresence of mineral. The new com- opment work is beinghouse.
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
pressed forpany will continue the sinking of the ward as rapidly as possible and the
Albuquerque
Has to Dow to the. III-- i
old shafts on the Copper Flat group results are entirely satisfactory.
Suc liable Scores of Citizens
as also the main shaft on the Rough perintendent Hill is, however, experProve It.
Rider group and will thoroughly pros- iencing the same difficulty that all
pect the entire ground. The work the mining operators in Grant counreading
After
the public statement
will be conducted In the same syste- ty are in securing labor, and as a of
this representative citizen of Albumatic and extensive manner as that consequence has not been able to car- querque
given below, you must come
done by the Tyrone company at Ty- ry the work forward as rapidly as he
this conclusion: A remedy which
rone.
desires. He Is at an especial disad- to
ago, which has kept the
years
cured
T. C. Gorree, who was In charge vantage in this regard owing to the
In good health since, can be
of the work at Tyrone at the begindistance of the properties from Sil- kidneys
upon to perform the same
ning and who is a mining man of ex- ver City.
New men are being se- relied
perience and ability. Is already on the cured as rapidly as possible, how- work in other cases. Read this:
Mrs.
J. Hall, of 322 West Huning
ground and will have charge of the ever.
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
operations. The company Is not losThe
Company of says:
Meerschaum
"My daughter used Doan's
ing a single day. A force of men America owns twelve mining claims
were put to work last week clearing In the Alunogen district and possess- Kidney Pills with very good results.
up and getting In readiness, and over es the only known deposit of mer- She suffered for over a year with seacross her loins and kidfifty men will be at Copper Flat with- chantable meerschaum in marketable vere pains
so severe at times that she wa3
in the next thirty days. Machinery quantities In the world, excepting only neys,
to be around.
I heard of
and material have been ordered and the Turkish meerschaum mines of unable
Doan's Kidney
and induced her
shipped and the Copper Flat camp Asiatic Turkey.
The enterprise is to try them. Pills
great
felt
relief
will be a scene of great activity In a one which gives every indication of from the first She
continued their
very short while.
success. The policy of the company use until cured. and
gave
I
a
statement
The new company Is not looking is to as soon as possible reach greater to this effect some four years ago,
for nmall bodies of high grade ore, depth where without doubt the meer- and
say today, January 31st,
but for the large deposits of low schaum will be found In large quan- 1907, would
that we were not only given
grade mineral which can be worked tities and free from the percolation reason
to
appreciate
Doan's Kidney
at a handsome profit with the pres- and seepage from the country rock Pills at that time, but
both my
ent high price of copper. That such and consequently In its original pure daughter
will vouch for
bodies exist was demonstrated years condition. This is shown by the ex- their valueandas myself
strongly as ever, and
ago under the Simpson management. istence at the present time of the
heartily recommend them to
The only reason that Mr. Simpson pure mineral in kidneys within the can
other
sufferers."
ceased work when he did was on ac- veins and near the surface where
For sale by all dealers.
Price SO
count of the low price of copper. The they have escaped deterioration.
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
opening up of this property will form
I'ino Altos District.
New York, sole agents for the United
another important factor in the "forW. S. Pitman and Dr. G. T. War,
ward march'" of Grant county's In- of Independence, Missouri, spent last States.
Remember the name Doan's and
dustries. It will not only give em week at the properties of the Forest i take
no other.
No. 23
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Heart of Aged Hawaiian Queen
Is Won by a Handsome Prince
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qiHEX LIL" AM) OXF.
Honolulu. May 3. After years of
widowhood the heart of Queen
has melted before the ardent glances of Cupid. A handsome
young prince of Tahiti Is sailing from
his native land to claim the queen as
his wire.
But the queen doesn't want the
world to know of her approaching
murtiage. She denies that there will
be one. but the general feeling here
Is that the queen's denial of her
intentions has grown out of
her fear that her friends and acquaintances, especially those of the
white race, will Josh her, especially
as the husband-to-b- e
Is considerably
younger than she Is.
She is 68 years
old, though she carries them with dignity and ease, while the prospective
prince consort is a man less than 40.
Wives much the senior of husbands
are not at ail Infrequent among Ha- 1 he queen has had both
wallans.
her city and her country residences
put in order lately, and the arrival
of the princely groom was announced
for a certain steamer, and when he
did not come it was explained that he
had been detained by some business
nl

OF HF.lt ADMIRERS.

matters in Tahiti.

MING

All the bitterness of the days of the
overthrow and of the provisional gov
ernment which followed, toward the
queen, has died out. Time's Influence
What her in
has been mellowing.
nermost feelings are, It would be inv
possible to say, though there Is every
reason to believe her bitterness, too,
has gone.
She lives a quiet, dignified life, ap
pearing at social and public gatherings but seldom, and entertaining
in a normal way but little.
She vis
its and receives her Intimate friends
though
frequently,
races
and,
of both
In a simple and Intimate way, not
without some of the dignified cere
monial to which she was so long acThe queen Is In receipt
customed.
of a pension oft300 a month from
the Hawaiian government. She haa
considerable property and would be
counted wealthy were it not that she
has so many old servants and retain
ers, dependents, after the old Ha
waiian feudal custom, who draw
heavily on her resources, compelling
her to practice a rigid economy and
an unostentatious style of living.
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READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
.
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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O. Bichechl,

Treasurer,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suoeesiors to

The first three years of their
C. POST AND THE ward.
MILLIONAIRE HlSBWD married life was spent at the Waldorf
Astoria,
and Mrs. Post says she was
SHE HAS II All ARRESTED.
blissfully happy.
New York. May 3. Should
woman relative of Mr. Post
a
May
Then
and December wed?
poisoned his mind, charges the wife,
Do millions bring happiness?
and his love cooled. He refused to
Mrs. Emma C. Post, wife of Au- take her to phces, and was often In
gustus T. Post, millionaire banker, the company of other women, she
says no. She has Just had her hus- claims.
band arrested, charging gross bruThe climax came when the hus
tality. A suit for divorce will fol- band announced he was going to take
low, she says.
another woman riding In his touring
Mrs. Post Is almost sixty. Her hair car.
Mrs. Post says she threatened
Is silvery gray.
She likes a quiet to follow him if he did, and claims
life.
Her husband Is thirty-twhe
then
an
knocked her down and oth
enthusiastic balloonist, automoblllst erwlse mistreated her.
and is studying for grand opera. Her
Her screams brought hotel employes
one regret over the disparity in
ami arter relating her story she left
ages is that she is not older In their
that her husbaml and has since been liv
event she would have had more sense ing at a Fifth avenue hotel.
than to marry, she declares.
Mrs. Post claims that in addition
Their romance began eight years to her suit for divorce, she will bring
ago In London. He was a persistent suit against a woman for allienatlng
wooer, and they were wed soon after- - her husband s affections.

MR. I AIM A

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

VOI.X,

A QIOMI,

WMOLKMALK DKALKRB IN

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
W

la Hook to outfit
kpmostavtrythlng
fmttldlouM bar eompltto

tbo

Hav. been appointed .xclu.lv. agents In th. Southwest fof Jm .
Schlltz, Win Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer. Cedar Brook, LOuia Hunter, T.J. Motw
arch, and other standard branda of whlaklea to. numeroua t. mentis.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
aa received bj us from th. heat laerlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and InaaMt ear
Stock and Prices, or writ, tor Illustrated CtaJogu. and Prle. Wat
Issued to dealers only.

o,

Bat .ell

th. etralght article

Albuquerque
('Imniherliiiii'tf Colic, Cholera and
SHEEP MEN PROTEST
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There Is probably no medicine
made that Is relied upon with more
AGAINST RESERVE
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. During the third of a century In which it has been In use, peo- OI.HXTr TO EXTENSION' OF JEM-Eple have learned that it is the one
RESERVE, ALLEGING THAT
remedy that never fails. When reSIIKFI INDI.hTRY WILL RE
duced with water and sweetened It is
INJI RED HY PROPOSED
ACTION' OF GOVERN-MENpleasant to take. For sale by all
druggists.

and Brasa
Iron
.

Foundry and Machine Works
J. f. HALL, Proprietor
CasUnr; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft

Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining and mill Maohlnary a Bpoolalty
Albuquerque. N. K.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
lng-s-

Z

T.

MOVING DAY THE LAST LOAD

'oylMi)

Ctii. Mellnl, 8crUnr.

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

'

tit kit r- -"

WE FILL

Santa Fe, N. M., May 3. The Los
I'inos Wool Growers' association of
Southern
Colorado and Northern
New Mexico has retained
Assistant
Attorney General Robert C. Gortner,
of this place, to protest against the
proposed extension of the Jemez forest reserve so as to include all the
public land between the Rio Grande
and the present eastern boundary of
the reserve. The claim Is made that
there Is no timber on this land and
that Us Inclusion in the forest reserve
would ruin the sheep industry of that
set Hon.

PRESCRIPTIONS

At Consistent
Prices

TRINIDAD CARPENTERS
1

ARE

OUT ON

STRIKE

RIGHT

Trini.l.i.l. May 3. All th
union
a in ihi
city to the number
struck work Wednesday morn-im- k
EXCURSIONS
In waea from
for .in iiu
$J.5U to (4 ier day, of eight hours,
and are still out. The oirike will
stun work on twenty-tiv- e
new build-iiiK- d
in course of construe linn, Including a new cafe and dance pavilion tor Mexlm City
and return 1 10.2.1, April
t tie fcutral park.
JblU to May IHili. Limit July St..
J. K. i'l'ltUVi Ateut.
XOTICK IX) IIOIt-SOWVEItS.
The Albuquerque Carrlnjre Com"Room
Card
for Rent,"
t
pany,
and 'lljeras, luta secured
Hie bervlces of m lirsi class liortcnhocr, "Board," etc.. for sals at the offlce of
and guarantees all work, or uo pay.
The Evening Citizen.
ai
ot 75

j.

--

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
West Railroad Avenue
20 VNSV.

i

Mi-M-

B. RUPPE
j

j

Finoct WhklriRC
Wines, Brandies. Elc.

SAMRLC A NO
CLUB ROOMS
mm
o w oi

a
COAL

Genulue American block, per
M.B
ton
(Vrrilloa Lump .
f.6v
$8.50
Anthracite Nut .
99.00
Anthracite niixod
Anthracite, stove and . furnace
sixes

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.

tso
tf.oo

Green Mill Wood, per

W. H.

load.... $3 IS
HAHN & CO.

Both Phonea.

;

KLBUQUERQUE

tkctk rorw
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, How many a time have we missed
perfection while hunting for praise.
D
You cannot find truth until
you
obey the truth you have to the full.

0

tiikmii iiiukst.

AM) Al XlMAItY

Many mistake a derangement
of
the stomach for a change of heart.

0

from Siiotss Magazine.
Cheerful looks make every dish
feast.
Nugget

-

a

O
The Cub has been striving desper
ately for something to rhyme with

M.WS sKKVU'K.

Shriners.

New Mexico United

f

DAILY SHORT STORIES

rHIIV.

j
Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.

DA? OF MIRACLES

In one of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and in the Mlsslo i style It Is the perfect
finish.

which not only provoked laughs, but
also a lively discussion on the things
medical which concerned the story.
"In a rather woolly summer resort In southern Montana." said 1he
M. I)., "there are some mineral baths
hot and cold, which are said to be
particularly good for rheumatism.
Last summer I spent n few months
there and made the acquaintance of
several of the llmpy tenderfcet. Two
of them were Smith and Jones.
Smith hobbled about with a pair of
crutches, while Jones made about
with the aid of a double-barrele- d
shotgun.
"There Is good hunting In that
country, and besides deer and elk not
infrequent is it that an old grizzly
hobbles down from
mountains to
partake of the livingthewaters.
"One bright summer
afternoon,
Jones returned from a little hunting
Jaunt in the woods.
Smith. In one
of the baths, was allowing the knots
In his knees and knucjUes to un- -

We also received 30 rolls of linoleum, nnd can furnish
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to inspect
larget line of household goods In the west.

the ridi itF,
OI'

CONTENTMENT
is the purchaser of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep .made a Joyf, dining room
furniture (every mnl a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). If anythlng's needs
ed to complete your pleasure
cur pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.

O

man has almost learned to live
he has solved the problem of
The viaiem, ,11 may perhaps savor of triteness and rf in-- i :. hut It i when
his
leisure.
without Ji'iilit mif that New Mexico's outlook Is brighter today than ever
before in its history. Abundant rainfall has Insured )H'- - pel ity in the pliecp
They're all right
and cattle sections, increased mining activity Is bringing in capital steadily,
Whose all right?
the pressing demand among central and eastern farmers for more and
The Shriners!
heaper fanning lands has brought an unparalleled influx of desirable and
O
industry
is
lumber
territoiy,
the
permanent rulers to all parts of the
A
reWord
from
lines,
.loh
the
natural
profitable
and
nnd
developed along
It takes a superior sort uv a man
sources 'f the country being given practical development and outlet.
see
where he's Inferior.
Not less important than this material advancement is the political outO
The political bickering and dissension of the past
look for the territoiy.
went
the train.
hindrance to advancement, and
jear has been recognized by all as a seriousevery
The band began to play,
other section, the people of
a stumbling block to development. As in
Radges blue for me an" you,
New Mexico are anxious to secure the best practicable discharge of the funcThe Shriners came today.
tions of Ils public offices, county and territorial, and will endorse any honest,
every
day
plainly
more
that
being
demonstrated
it
is
reform,
but
vorkable
And maybe now, (he wearers of the
a reform movement which has its Impetus In the elimination of personal fez from all over the lnited States
political rivals and the mere advancement of its own votaries is a doomed don't think Albuquerque is a good
house built upon the nands. All over the country the death knell has bee! place to live in.
0
sounded of the reform movement, w hich caters to th ? merely destructive
That the
sentiment, without offering a feasible constructive alternative.
'Silent" Smith's funeral trip Is a
brief reform campaign of the late terrtlorial executive has been one of ' longer one than most live men get to
take in their entire existence. Wonpersonal assault, without the predominating element of "fair play-der if Smith enjoyed it?
o vital to oil altruistic movements, cannot be questioned.
That there was but one side to the moral questions cannot be and has
Manager Pellow of the Alvarado
not been sustained, and the action of President Roosevelt, the world's recognized leader in practical reform and fair play, is the most fitting answer to will have to order a big consignment
of
"Huslness Is Good Here" placards
Impractical and destructive reform movements.
t
on coming.
No honest, unprejudiced citizen can question the ability, record or mo- if lie Shriners keep
a
executive, George Curry, who as governor of the Istives of the
The entertainment committee, conland of Samar, has more than made good, and his reappointment there last
year was at the urgent request of the president, against Mr. Curry's personal sisting of the local Shriners and the
of Albuquerque, were wise in
wishes. Governor Curry comes back to New Mexico as its chief executivi people
not pointing out "Our .Magnificent
v1th a clean personal reputation, an enviable official record, a thorough ac- City Hall" to the
guests of the past
He is two days.
quaintance with all parts of the territory', Its conditions and needs.
Vhe
people,
man
president
under
a
to
and
to
and
the
Manila
close
a man who
a
whom all republicans may unite to the advancement of New Mexico's chief
The
Oil
Co. has
Standard
been
upbuilding
development
of the territory.
and
business in hand the
found guilty of rebating, and under
the law it Is possible to fine It $29
260,000.
Here also are some other
possibilities.
?
Suspended sentence.
Lecture.
On tomorrow, May 4, the election for the special bond Issue to provide a
Costs.
new city hall for Albuquerque will be held.
New trial. '
Will the bonds carry?
0
outThe Citizen makes the admission with considerable regret, but the
A Hers (toiii.
look is not bright.
of the taxpayers who are The birds are alters goln"
,
One reason Is that it will require
Their sweet songs never ston.
voters in the city to authorize the bond issue.
twitter from the house and barn
vnta will not he rtollpri. TherA is They
Tho Irwllcnf tnnn
that fl
And from the tall tree top.
a lack of interest in some quarters, and In addition an undercurrent of opposition is asserting Itself today.
Their hearts must be as happy
As hearts kin ever get
Just why any one who has the interests of Albuquerque at heart shoul 1
they warble an' they twitter
oppose the building of a new city hall in the face of the fact that taxes will For
Through the sunshine and the wet.
not be increased, The Citizen is at a loss to understand.
It is true that the opposition comes from a set of knockers who have TIT birds are alters goln'
never been known to do anything or favor anything for the advancement of
With their wealth o' melody.
tbls city. They are a blot upon municipal advancement. They can not be We might foller their example,
It sometimes seems ter me.
too strongly condemned for their lack of public spirit and personal selfishness.
With
a disposition sunny,
i This paper, while realizing that the chances of the success of the bond
I know we'll get along.
new
We'll meet the old world with a laugh
iesue carrying wera not the brightest in the world, has boosted for the
We'll meet it with a song.
cltjr hall persistently.
0
This paper will continue to boost until the special election is over, and
;
It Will then start anew, boosting for a new city hall, if the present bond Issuo
Inking Down the Stove.
is not endorsed by the taxpayers.
We're taking down the parlor stove.
The city needs the new hall, and needs it badly.
There's soot upon the wall.
g
taxpayer in this city who has tin; We're taking down the parlor stove.
It is the duty of every
We're frightened lest 'twill fall.
interests of himself and of Albuquerque at heart, to vote for the bonds tomorrow.
a smear upon our shirt front
There's
Every taxpayer should go on record at the polls as favoring the city hall.
And a smudge upon our ear;
There Is no question that a majority of them will do so, but whether We're taking down the arlor stove
For gentle spring is here.
vote or not Is a matter of some question today.
there will be a
The Citizen hopes that the bond issue will be approved, and is slow to We're taking down
the parlor stove.
believe that It will not be.
The baby Is a yelling;
Do your duty at all events, and go to the polls bright and early to cast We dropped the stove pipe on his
another ballot In favor of municipal improvement and the advancement of
head.
Already it's
Albuquerque, liemember the day, tomorrow, Saturday, May 4.
The stove's a tilting on his head,
i ne otner
tnree are missing.
Our wife's
there in tears,
baby
boy
The
The art of all arts for the leader is the ability to tasure men. to weigh
them, to "size them up," to estimate their possibilities, to place them so as I'm standing on an old high chair,
to call out their strength and eliminate their weakness, .says Orison .Swett, in
Its legs were once some stronger.
I'm hurling choice words in the air,
the Success Magazine.
can't stand tills much longer.
This is the epitaph which Andrew Carnegie has chosen for himself:
"'Here lies a man who knew how to get around him men much cleverer than We're taking down the parlor stove,
People wonder how a Morgan, a Harriman, a Ryan, a Wana-makehimself."
I thought
that I could do it.
can carry wn such prodigious enterprises.
The secret lies In their Next lime I'll hire a man to come;
ability to project themselves through a mighty system by being able to
Wife stands and savs, "1 knew It."
O
choose men who will fit the places they are put in, men who can carry out
Men who are capable, of succeeding
their employer's program to the letter.
Human
aliiiv.
in a large way are shrewd enough to know that they do not "know it all,''
1
saw a fellow standing
on
the
(shrewd enough to employ men who are strong where they are weak, to surstreet corner the other day. It was
round themselves with men who have the ability which they lack, who ca.i raining like blazes. He had no umHuppleent their weakness and shortcomings with strength and ability. Thus, brella, raincoat or rubbers, and he
was sure getting soaked. A friend
in their combined power, they make an effective force.
came splashing;
to him and ofThe trouble is that many men, because of their inability to read human fered the kindly across
protection of an umnature, duplicate their own weaknesses in their' employes, thus multiplying brella.
"Awful, isn't it," he began. "Look
their chances of failure. The leader must not only be a good Judge of other",
that street. I'll bet the mud Is
but he must also be able to read himself, to take an inventory of his own at
two
strong points and weak points. Men have often been elected to high office thingfeet deep and it doesn't do anyrain, rain, rain. Gee, I
or to till very important positions at the head of great concerns because of wisli it but
would let up."
their recognized ability, who have disappointed the expectations of those
"Let up," said the first man. "why
who placed their hopes in them, simply because they could not read people. tliis is worth more to this town than
They may have been well educated, well posted, strung intellectually, may if Rockefeller had driven through the
streets and scattered a barrel of $i
have hail a great deal of general ability; but they lacked the skill to read gold
pieces on the pavements. This
men, to measure them, to weigh thein, to place, them where they belonged.
kicking makes me tired.
IMople
young
man starting out for himself ought to make a study of his howl when it rains a few days and
The
power of penetration, of his character-reactin- g
ability. He ought to make then when it gets good and dry and
grass all dries up and the roads
it a business to study men, estimate their capabilities and the motives whic.i ihe
get full of chuck holes and the least
actuate them, and learn to read them as an open book.
breeze raises a Hurry of sand
The involuntary acts and natural manner of a man Indicate more tha i little
Ihey kick about it being a godforhis studied conversation. The eye cannot lie. It speaks the truth ii all lan- saken country w lit re it never rains.
guages. It often contradicts the tongue. While the man is trying to deceive That's human nature, but I think we
you with words, his ees are telling you the truth; his actions are indicative n ight lie more consistent.
People
adays w ant their blessings done
of the real man. while the tongue may only i t present the diplomat, the 111..11 now
up In a nice little package and dewho is acting.
livered ), repaid, but if we only knew
Some nun MTm incapable of projecting system and order through their u we could well afford to take
a
o. iking every time It takes a notion
They may do their own work well, and then they strike
establishments.
their limitations. They are not good Judges of human nature; their discern- to ram."
D
They are misled by conversational powers, display of
ment is not eh. up.
,
education, and often place a theoretical man where only practical talei.t
ISOM-OKTHE JtOOSTF.Il.
They are likely to place a man of great refinement, sens
could succeed.
tivencus, delicate make-up- ,
in a position where a strong, robust,
CHIEF OF POLICE MAILS
man Is required, where an oversensitive soul will chafe and shrink from t'.i
1000 PHOTOS OF R05COE
necessary
aggressive
business methods
to effective, efficient management
cold
People are continually being led into all sorts of unfortunate position.-- ,
entangling alliances, and mortifying, embarrassing situations because of their
lack of ability to read human nature and to estimate character at a glance.
Good people everywhere are being Imposed upon and are losing their money
In all sorts of foolish investments because of their Ignorance of human nature. They are not able to .see the rascal, the scoundrel behind the mask.
They have not developed the power of discernment, the ability to see the
"wolf In the sheep's clothing."
The knowledge of human nature as a protector of money, of ( har.u teas a protector against frauds and Imposition 1b Inestimable.
To discern the difference between the false and the true, to place the
rlght values upon men, to emphasize the right thing In the ill, to discriminate
between the genuine and the pretended, is an accomplishment which may be
worth Infinitely more to you than a college education without this practical
power, and may make all Ihe difference ii you between
and f lilure

Y 3, IM)7.
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A prominent New
phvsiclan
on told a funny story to York
a gathering of
his colleagues at a banquet recently

Shabby clothes are no longer an
allowable eccentricity of genius.
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one in love with Truth need never
ask about his reputation.
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are lighthouses
ih" great sea of time.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
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The morning pnprr feels awful bad. THE
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Cash or Installment
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the latest man to plead with the lajliond presidents to
Having been a railroad present himself, he knows that
rebate.

k..:ls
ia.es.
.. li

y.

i

Is

(To be continued.)

REFRIGERATORS
loose.
Jones had stopped to 'ight
ills pipe, his gun resting in the hof-lo-

H.Vriv.'"

w

of his aim.
"Suddenly, quite unannounced.
a
large cinnamon bear ambled from behind Smith's bathhouse. Jones raised his gun and fired and, irritated by
the flatter of lead on his grizzly
flank, the cinnamon
strode
after
Jones.
Jones cut a neat circle,
eluded the bear and rushed for the
bathhouse next to the one In which
Smith was bathing.
"Hut to the bear all bath houses
f.ppeared alike. The fractious fellow-dasheto the nearest one, pushed
open the door and prepared for vengeance.
"Put It happened to he Smith's
bathhouse Instead of the one Jones
had entered.
"Friends," said the M. P., "I happened across the lawn Just at a crucial moment. I saw Smith dash out
Smith, the man of the crutches,
mind you, who had hobbled about
for seven years.
"He dashed down the lane at a clip
that would have put to shame any
champion sprinter of the cinder
path, and even lengthened the distance between the cinnamon
find
himself so much that the tiear turned and ran toward the wlldwood.
"Strangely, too, gentlemen, thereafter Smith walked no more with
crutches. Whether It was the scare
or whether the good, healthy sprint
unknotted his muscles I cannot say.
but it cured Smith and he is a well
man to this day."
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The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

0

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. May 3. Cuttle reJ
(111A.
hi.
ceipts 1.000, including 200 southerns.
"I don't object to being polished, Market steady. Southern steers $4.00
13. 00414.50;
so I Can act like a real gentleman. 'tr5.&0: southern
cows
I am mattered up so I don't put my stockers
and feeders $3.50 'i 5.35;
elbows on the table and as for keep- bulls 3.20U
calves W.OO'n 5.50;
ing the end of the spoon out of my western steers $4.50 5.50; western
mouth. I'm an expert, but, by Jove. fed cow s $3. Jo ft 4.75.
Market
2.000.
I'm through being polished up any
receipts
Sheep
more." drawled the dry goods clerk, steady. Muttons $5.50 'd 6.75 ; lambs
J 5.75 'o'
in the latest style.
17.10'd 8.60: range wethers
7,'io ; feil ewes $0.25 ' 6.60.
"What's wrong?"
say,
my
you
"Wrong?
know
youngest sister, Jane? That's her
Chicago Livestock.
real name when she goes to papa for
Chicago, .May 3. Cattle receipts.
money am the cards it's spelled with I'.llll
Market steftdv. fteeves S4.25t(I'
a Y before the N and about four 6.40; cows $ 1.80 'n 480 ; heifers $2.60
Well. ' 5.30; calves $4.00W n.lia; good
consonants after each vowel.
to
Jane loves me. and after she went prime steers $5.35fr6.40; poor to methrough all the classes on how to act dium $4.25 'u 6.40; stockers and feedand not show your real bring up. ers $2.0(j 5.15.
she landed on me. 'Jack dear." says
6000.
Market
Sheep
rectXJs
ulster, 'you are the best salesman steatlv. "Western $4.40 'o 6. NO ; year
you
right,
in Witherly's and
are all
lings $6. 75ft' 7.65; lambs $6.50'ii 6.K0;
except you act Just like all American western $6.50 ft S. 70.
men. You are too busy to know the
right things to do those nice little
St. Louis Wool Market.
politenesses, and I'm going to polish
St. Louis, May 3. Wool steady, unyou up for Miss Wltherly.' Of course changed.
that sounded good to me, I'm for
owning the store, and I was getting
Vann's new fountain for real cold
on tine after a few
lessons; had drinks.
Why,
everything running smoothly.
I
was so polished that it made me
my
fellow
sick to watch
mortals eat, OTERO GETS JUDG-HHEor act as though they weren't drag-thmy
happiness.
If I
marred
ged up.
There was only one thing
AGAITST CITY
found Jane on the porch or met her
on the street, I would forget to tip

GETTING POLISHED

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

Vm-clii'- i.

ttO

We

Wist Gold Avenue

are the oldest firm of music dealers

in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co.. 124 South Second.

b

If There

AnylRin

Dearer

To
i

NT

at

my li.it.

"Jane said she was entitled to as
much respect as any other girl. It
sounded like tint book, but it always
made me fell foolish to act as if I
was glad to see her.
"Well, I forgot several times, a I
have already remarket), Jane warnTil give you a lesson, young
ed me
man, some day, that will make you
It will be for your own
remember.
Hood, and will hurt me more tlfin
j ou but.'
"Say. yesterday. I Just caught on
to the smoker as tin- express train
pullet! out. I was in an awful ru-- h
wanted to get over to the park with
the sticks and play a hole m two
so when I got off at Hde park and
saw Jane coming home
from the
matinee. I slid alongside, pinched her
arm and said Lovely day haven't I
met you before ; I was only Joking,
you know. Inn, horrors. I forgot to
tip my hat It s one of those tiat bojs
(we get $;i r,n for them I. and it hard for nie to get it on with just
the right kind of rakishness. Jam
my sweet ami polished little sister-w- ell,
she drew coldly away, looked
we were
shocked and. mind you,
right in the middle of a swell bunch
of people.
iih. doti'i get funny. Sis.
I'm dead sick of this inannt lug
business."
don't know you. sir.' s.iys littY
sister.
jove whack
thought a
l;y
jolt,
mule hid landed a short-arand when
turned around, a big
handsome in. in had be by the neck.
You're a nice kiiol of an excuse.'
savs he real loud, '1 have something
Perhaps 1
for mashers like yon.
turnwasn't mad. J.inc hadn't ew-ed around, but the friends "f the
handsome man had. He led off and
out a Jolt or a kick.
eveiwolie ll. 111.
I
was doing Ihe best
eould when
Jane caint- rushing back h.lo the
struggling bunch ,md explained mat. t
was so ti kled not to
ters.
none than oi.e black eye and not to
he taken to tin- - police station, that
I li ietl to smooth the handsome
gu 1
feelings, for he was as mad a a
hornet at Jane. Said it would be a
lesson to him not to butt m on a
woman's Jokes.
"Well, look at that coming down
the street. Here's w lit re I take off
my hat to Jane and Ihe Hand-tun- e
I
Guy.
hope he gets the balance of
the polishing l was down for, ami
by the way sister Is sympathizing
with him about the battle scars I
gave him; it looks as if he would.
I hato to think of losing the partnership in Wliherly's store but no
inoie polishing for int."
Mute ltc!ring.
I can fit any move made, gasolene
1). Stokes
moves a specialty.
and
company, 411 WeBt Railroad avtnue.
-

I

1

I

1

1

A decree was entered in the district yesterday afternoon in the case
of Alfredo J. Otero against the city
This
of Albutiuerque for $1,SS8.73.
sum includes the rent on the property
month,
$45
a
hall,
city
at
used for a
from November 1, 1 t 4 until June
12. 1!oi6.
The original suit was for
$2.ooii more than the amount in the
verdict.
From June 12. l'JOti, up to April l,
1'oiT. the rent of the city was $!0 a
month.
The rent for" the use of the
city hall has not been paid to anybody since the suit was tiled against
the city two years ago, but it has
been accumulated in the city treasury
since that time.
Practically all that the plaintiff,
Alfredo J. Otero, has secured is the
extra $4", a month from June 12,
The in-to April 1, this year.
rest allowed on the debt amounts
to about $1'6.
1

.

u'i'ni

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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t
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3.
May
On the
San
liner Siberia, title here about today,
Chinese otiicei-sare coming
who have I n detailed by their govthe Jamestown exernment to atu-nposition, for the purpose of studying
military ami naval matters. The
delegation includes l.iu Sung Chang,
lieutenant, second grade gunnery
of the Chinese warship Hal Chi;
director of
Colonel l.o Ting Hein,
conl defense for the north; Major
commanding
hr.H
llsiac Kaing Chen,
division,
battalion, tirsi Maiichuriau
and Captain Wang Yen Mill, deputy
of
in p to the commander
in-second d. ision.
.. A. It. MOM 11
i

Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BE3T AMERICAN
PER TON
W-5-

WOOD
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SIM
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Fred el it ksl.ui g. Va , May 3. The
handsome monument supplied by the
survivors of the 23rd New Jersey
regiment was uneiled today at Salem
church, Spotsylvania county, by the
members of that regiment who were
killed on the Spotsylvania battlefield.
A
uge number of New' Jersey old
soldiers, and new ones as well, attended, with a great many men prominent in that state.
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Piles.
ubsoriis the tuuiurj.
tUuB the lU'lllUK ttl oil" e.ttl-ii poutui-elnsiuiil re
t
lief, lir. Vv illiituis' lnitntn pile
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TIIK CIHI DKl
OF TOIY AUK
TIIK MI X AMI WOMKN Ol

TOMOKHOW.
Ho not injure
their physical ami
mental well being with Indigestible

bread.
Remember, they trow t
when fed best. Select a nuality . f
bread that you know is made ri;ht it.
F.ggs $1 .r,0 pert si tting. Rose comb,
every way.
Hi own Leghorns and Hai red Rocks.
I'nder sanitary conditions,
laying
of good Hour, properly mUtd
liens. Address
Pure bloods. 24
and baked, ho as to be wholesome ard
J. K. Ruuley. Katancia, N. M.
nutritious, HallinR.s" bread on tinl
will be found to fulfill evei
If you want rsu:ts in MTttrtlatnt,
requi.e-men- t.
tr an Evening Citlieo want ad,
' d.LH
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
PIONEER BAKERY
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Buffalo Punch at Vann s new fouti- - CANDIES,
TORE.
297 South First St ret.

M.t.s
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Ids, Mich, arrived 10 strong. Clarence I'. Clark is the potentate and
John Sullivan, William Hray. Chas.
Cornelius and W. T. Podne re the
delegates.
others accompanying the
imrty are T. S. 1'pdike. lr. J. B. Taylor. Mrs. Will Heath. F. I. Nichols
anil wife, Albert Murray and wife.
Mrs. A. H. Brett, of Charlotte. Mich.:
Dr. J. II. I'alln, L. A. Cornelius and
wife. Kay Cooper, CHpt. Klliott and
luy Johnson.
Mow Buckeyes.
The Zeriohlu temple, of Toledo.
hlo. was represented bv E. L. Twing
potentate; K. O. lteed. delegate: J. M.
delegate; A. W. Payne,
Thomas Pu'ford. (too. Kapp. Chas.
Freest. A. L. Flack, Wm. Jackson.
Or. John Newton and Wm. Church
among others. The party numbered

SET OUT AND VOTE
FOR A MEW CITY HALL

Albuquerque Needs it, so Make the
the Poles
Ballots Many-Wh- ere
in an
Will be Located-Ri- de
Auto if You Want to.

forty-liv-

JEROME

EVEOTTO

SAYS

CITIZEN.

LABOR

ti
Tomorrow. Saturday,
be held the special election fur a
bond iscue to erect a new city hall.
Every taxpayer who pays taxes on
eneither real or personal property Isaway
To remain
titled to a vote.
from the polls on that day means that
you cajt a vote against the new city
vote is rehall, because a
quired to endorse the bond Issue.
It Is up to every taxpayer who has
the Interests of the city at heart to
The new city
vote for those bonds.
hall will not mean an Increase In taxmean
a long-fe- lt
ation, but it docs
The
want supplied In Albuquerque.
city oltn-ialare engaged in making
plans to get out all the voters possible.
morning, Mayor
When .'ten till
McKee said:
"We held a little meeting, in Cliy
Clerk Lee's office yesterday afternoon
to talk over the prospects of the bond
election.
While nothing definite was
decided upon or suggested, still we
feel better today, for that meeting
acquainted each of us with what had
been done and what was to be done.
Every city official and councilman
will get out tomorrow and work for
the. new city hall, If you don't believe us. Jut watch our smoke."
Col. U. K. B. Sellers, the father of
the new name for Railroad avenue
and a mighty booster for greater Al
two-thir-

YEARS
May

Marked Comparatively Judge Craig Fines the SenFew Strikes-190- 6
ator $10 for Violating
Eclipsed 1903.
Health Ordinance.

I

e.

Ttien Came New Yorker.
The Ismalla temple, of Buffalo,
numbered Htnong its representatives:
Lloyd L. Westbrook, potentate; Ir.
Brown, past grand potentate of the
Shrine; J. A. I'rescott, Wm. S. Hlse-leWm. Dorrlty. Dr. and Mrs. K. J.
Danse, coroner of
Buffalo;
Hobt.
Bruce,
Will
Checney and Floyd
Flakesley.
The Crescent temple, of Trenton. X.
J., arrived with n delegation of thlrty-tivDr. Kdwin H. (irinnelley is their
potentate, others of this temple are
J. Allen Southwick and I 1). Closson.
The Salaam temple, of Newark, N.
J., was ntnong yesterday's
arrivals.
Palmer D. Cherlock is the potentate.
A few members of the Zen Bo temple, of Hairlsbitrg. Pa., also arrived.
W. C. Astley. Henry W. Kgner and
.Mrs. p.. H. Astley were among
the
number.
The .em Zm temple, of Krlo. arrived with Milton Shelve, potentate;
J. Orove. Joe Stern and Col. Sproul.
delegates, and H. B. Burr, as its representatives.
The Mohammed temple, of Cerro
lordo. ill., was represented by J. C.
Locher and wife, among others. The
Medina temple, of Chicago, the main
body not yet arrived, was represented
by a forerunner. F. I. lteagan.
Dr. Seiffert and wife represented
the Ararat temple of Kansas City.

buquerque, has completed preparations for conveying voters to the polls
In automobiles.
'While 1 will have charge of the
auto during the morning, another
man will take charge of it in the
n the automobile will be a
h placard announcing:
" 'Vole for a New City Hall."
"The auto will be used subject to
the will (if the committee in charge
of the election.
The Fourth ward
Is a good place where it could be
used advantageously.
"One thing which proves more
than ever that we need a new city
hall is the thousand of Shriners who
come here from different cities. They
go away with a good Impression and
feli!iir for Albuquerque, for we
showed them everything that was attractive.
When they asked about
the city hall we pointed out the court
house. You don't suppose we would
show a crowd a shack like that now
know;) as the city hall?"
Voting I'laci'H,
First Ward City hall.
("has.
Second Ward Office of
Co., on flold avenue.
Ohadwlek
Third Ward Office of K. 11. Itun-ba- r, TWO HUNDRED NOBLES
cornev Third street and (Sold avenue.
Fourth Ward office of George It
VISIT SANTA FE
Craig. Justice of the peace, Thirl
street, between Railroad avenue and
Gold avenue.
Special to The Kvenlns Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3. A party
of two hundred Shriners. all from
Indiana and mostly from the city of
Indianapolis, came in here Wednesday evening on the way to the annual
conclave at Los Angeles. No warning had been given of their approach
and no time given the people here to
make preparations for their proper
reception, notwithstanding
which,
however, they received a hearty welcome and were soon made at home.
The train on which they came was
the first of the Santa Fe specials and
consisted of six standard sleepers in
solid vestibule, the officers of the
lodges having taken the precaution
to arrange in advance for the side
trip to this hi.storic city. The Shriners brought with them their own
band and while here gave an exhibi(Continued from I'airc One.)
tion drill In the plaza opposite the
old palace.
Their careful training
ony of the trip, the Syrians have a was apparent in the precision with
were
pieces accom- which the various evolutions
band of thirty-thre- e
panying them. The band is composed executed.
entirely of Shriners and it is said to
Altogether the Shriners remained
be the best Masonic band in the In the city for about four hours, durCertainly in the matter of ing which they visited the various
country'uniforms and general appearance they places of note. Including the cafe's
and restaurants, the resources of the
are a handsome body.
beinr taxed to their utmost.
Joel C. Olore is their potentate, and lattercitlzen-i to a man united in offerothers of prominence In the party-wer- The
ing
the wearers of the picturesque
:
Dr. Ferris, H. P. Snyder, Joe
fezes
the
of town and on
Parrish. A. C. Seibler, L. K. Custer, leaving the freedom
Shriners expressed themFoster Todd, A. !. ltyan, II. Norris, selves as delighted
with their visit.
W. Althaus, J. H. Kvans, I. O. Boss, Many ladles accompanied
the deleEugene L. Iewis, T. W. MorlJomer. gates and vied with the gentlemen
in
W. U. Mflish aud Chas. Seibler. Dr. expressions of delight over the visit.
Kumler Is the band director.
During the stay of the delegates
Buckeye Slirlncrs.
L. Bradford
Prince and
The Aladdin temple of Columbus, Mrs. Prince threw open their house
Ohio, arrived last night at 12 o'clock. and personally
shook hands with
most of the visitors.
The potentate of this temple is
the famous minstrel man. Mr.
The laist of the Shriners.
Fields is suffering from an attack of
The Moolah temple, of St. Louis,
rheumatism and could not be seen by
temple, of Mobile, Alabama,
the
Abba
the reporter. Albert K. Nice, Theothe Kismet temple, of Brooklyn,
dore K. Olenn and W. K. Joseph are and
y
N.
arrived at 1 o'clock on a long
the three other delegates. Other repThe baggage coach ahead
resentatives are I. D. Pugh, treasurer special.
bore a. flaring sign painted on muslin
of Franklin county. Ohio; H. C. and
"Commissary
Car. This
Creith and others. The Aladdin tern-- I Bunchread:
St. Louis on the Map."
pie patrol Is under the eommnnd of, This carPut
was well stocked with botLieut. Orr. a prominent photographer tled goods on Ice.
of Columbus.
The potentate of the Moolah temHad No Funeral Train. ,
ple is Alex. D. Onnt. other promiOne of the Shrtners or the Aladdin nent representatives ure D. F.
of the National Enameling
temple, in speaking of their trip, remarked:' "We made things merry on and Stamping Co.; d. II. Bahrenberg.
the choo-cho.cars all the way along. deo. T. Matthews, W. F. doessling,
H.
Kicker,
It was a continual minstrel show, and Chas. Wunderlish, C.
the Mioose Hangs at the Top of the Chas. Tobln, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
wife.
Sullivan
John
Punk.
and
Fred
Boom.' Ours is no funeral train."
Hlgdon, E. A. Stennlngs, H. B.
Just then a bunch of the temple C.
10.
J. Brooks, Wm. J. Baird,
patrol burst into song. "We Don't Martin.
J. Alexander. Lou Kurtzeborn, A.
Know Where We're doing, But We're C.
W. Wancom and C. S.
J.
F.
Weeks.
on the Way." Then, as t.hey made Dougherty.
for the train, they sang, "We Have
The Moolah temple patrol formed
Said a Last Fatvwell Toot, Toot
a unique feature of the St.
Iiuis
"
delegation.' They were uniformed in
All Albuquerque Was Out.
light felt camsuits
brown
khaki
and
Lust night the crowds at the sta- paign hats with red feathers sticking
tion gave evidence of booster spirit from the bands. The patrol was aswith a gusto. Not a guest was heard sembled Immediately
after leaving
to complain of his reception.
The the cars, marched to the plaza west
reception committee of the local tem- of the station and put through an
ple continued to make things pleas- exhibition drill which won the apant for visitors.
a crowd was con- plause of several hundred spectators.
stantly present In the reception room Atter the drill they marched to the
and hundreds of names were regis- reception room of the local temple
Swapping badges was the and were regaled with the usual retered.
hobby of every other guest and the freshments.
"We're from Missouri and glad of
demand for the novel badge of Ballul
Abyad temple was most persistent. It!" boldly sang a Moolah man, but
Nowhere on the road have the Shrin- so charitable was the crowd that the
ers received so royal a welcome as in remark passed without any violence
being done.
Albuquerque.
They came In all sizes from St.
And There Were Quakers.
Big
Louis, except the small sizes.
The Lu Lu temple of Philadelphia, and fat was the
average
cheerPa., arrived in force yesterday after- ful were the smiles. Theand
St. Louis
noon.
W. Freeland Kendrlck Is their party numbered 150 gentlemen and
potentate.
Other
representatives li.dies.
were II. D. springer, Chas. P. dard-neThe Brooklyn temple, the Kismet,
Philip O. Schaefer, past Imperial was readily rerogni.ed by tnelr badge
potentate;
Jerry Miller, Herman
a baby carriage design. This temItheborn. Alfred Mllllngton and J. ple made their long Journey without
Warren Hun bins.
Many ladles ac- mishap. C. V. Dyknian Is the potencompanied the Philadelphia delega- tate; Win. H. Patterson,
delegate;
Wm. Bamber, delegate; Homer Lee,
tion.
W. C. Cutler, of the Aleppo temple president of the American Bank Note
of Boston, was the sole envoy from Co.; Charles Brown. 11. W. Wood and
the Hub.'' He Is Is ahead of their Howard Jones ale other representatives.
pel ittl.
The Abba temple, of Mobile. ..la.,
Slirlncrs l'rinii Michigan.
twenty-tw- o
strong, nun and
The Saladin temple of 'Irani Rap- - came
women, in their special
car. Tom
McMiileii, potentate; M. o. Discher,
leeorder; ill. D. Marchnieyer, E. B.
Whylaml and Hugh Monroe Price
ii presented this temple from the far
south.
A lone Shriner. Walter L. dray, a
member of the imperial council, from
the Al Chamla temple, of Memphis,
Ti'iin., came on the St. Louis train.
I ;
The others of his temple are traveling
'''3 w
i by a different route. The train pulled out at 2 o'clock. These are the
last of the Shriners traveling over the
'
"Tj S uita Fe through this city.
e.

Senator J. S. ftitlzer, representative
FEDERATION PRESIDENT
of Bernalillo county In the territorial
OPTIMISTIC 0 1907 senate, at the last session, and a resiIn
county,
of

GET BUSY

(Continued From Pace One.)
a higher rate of speed a bad wreck
might have resulted."
"
shoo-Fl- y
Was Built.
The derailment occurred at :3n
o'clock in the evening and at 6 o'clock
yesterday morning a large number
i'f the Philadelphia Shriners and the
regular passengers were still at the
place of the wreck.
Philip C. Shaffer, past Imperial potentate of the Lu Lu temple, of Philadelphia, was on the second section,
nd he said that the train was held
up several hours before any arrangements were made to detour it. "The
tie were In a frightful condition,"
Mid Mr. Shaffer, "and it is a wonder
that an accident had not occurred
sooner. When the wheels ran off,
the ends of the ties were not cut.
but broken off. which proves the
that the ties were unserviceable."
"The wrecked train was left at
Maxwell City." said a Philadelphia
man, "and I heard some one say that
the cars will lay there several days
before they are removed."
As soon as word was received at
Trinidad, a gang of section men was
sent on to repair the track at the
scene of the accident. Late yesterday
afternoon they had put in new ties
and ballasted the track.
The wreck worked havoc with the
time schedule of the Santa Fe road.
The track was blockaded for over
thirteen hours and all trains, both
passenger and freight, had to be
over the "Swasika" route. All
trains due here today will pass over
the Santa Fe tracks.
th.-or- y
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AGENT

SEEN

IN

TIJERAS CANYON
Manager lioss. of the Singer Sewreing Machine agency here, has
ceived word that his absconding employe. Jack Stewart, who disappeared
a few days ago with a horse, wagon
and sewing machine belonging to the
company, has been seen going east
of TIJeras canyon, in the vicinity of
Estancia. Mr. Ooss will start in pursuit of Stewart early tomorrow morning, with a fast horse, and he is confident of overtaking him.
TI1K COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
I.ll-'AsslltANCi: SOCIKTV
'An old line" insurance company
with ample capital, solid, conservative, progressive. Writes liberal con
tracts of insurance ami investment

Prewltt

A.- -

l'rewitt, Managers,

Com-jr.irci-

'lub building.

sprains Quickly

I'lir.:!.
Lathe the parts freely with Chamberlain's Pain Halm and giv 'hem
absolute rest, an I a qui' k "Uic is ccr
tain. For sale by all drugi;!-- .
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ltuvvs
stifresh
hams, per
Choice
syrup
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(By Samuel ;ouiH-rFor one desiring to know something of the union labor situation
throughout the country to itet at a
glance an Idea or how labor Is faring on this May first of 1 HOT there
Is nothing better than the regular
monthly statement
which Is prepared under the auspices of the
American Federation of Labor, showing the percentage of union labor unemployed with the same month for
the preceding year.
The year 1907 has so fur the best
record that has been made. January
t
opened up with a fraction ovi r 2
unemployed, as compared with 7
per cent unemployed
during
the
month of January, lKini. February
and March of last year
a rapid
Improvement over January, the proportion of unemployed dropping rap- .
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S 1 2 North Second
Specialty of

N".
Watch

Vmlor shades will girt
yon a cool, secluded restful
retreat on the hottest day a,
practically adding another
room to your home and
that room the most comfor
table, serviceable room of
all.
Call and tee our stock

... Staab Building

H. ANDRUS
Reliable

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.
West Gold

no

Ave.

A Checking Account

W

Street

book.

SAMl'KL .OMPI BS.
President of the American 1 'cdcralioii
of Lalior.
Idly in 60 days until it was less than

per cent.
But this year the improvement has been even more notable.
For February the unemployed
were but 2
per cent, which in
April dropped to 1
per cent,
which Is the lowest April percentage
of unemployed in our tabular record.
In noting this favorable start In
1907. it is interesting to note also that
the year of 1906 was, on the whole?,
an improvement over 1905.
That
year started with 7 per cent unemployed, as against 6 per cent in Janu
ary of 1905. but the percentage quick
ly uropped below the percentage of
the year before, and remained below
it during practically all of the twelve
months. May was the busiest month,
our tables showing that Jess than I
per cent of the union labor was that
month without employment.
During
May of 1905 the percentage was between 1 and 2.
In midsummer, in August, 1905, the
percentage of unemployed rose to 6
per cent; in 190 the proportion kept
below 2 per cent until September,
when it rose a little above 3 per cent.
In the fall again, the last of October,
In both years, the proportion of unemployed dropped to less than 1 per
cent. In December. 1906, there was
a let-u- p
again to 4 per cent ;but the
new year saw, as we have seen, all
but 2 per cent at work, and this percentage has been lessening up to date.
These percentages tell a double
story. They reflect the conditions of
the labor market as to strike disturbances. Any widespread strike throws
a number of people out of employment and rinds expreslon In these
figures.
So, any letting up of good
times, any slowing down of
of industry. increases
the
number of the unemployed, and affects these percentages.
The percentages are the result of
reports made to me as the editor of
the American Federatlonlst.
They
are based on returns from some 950
local unions.
The trades are diversified, and are sufficiently typical so
that the figures unquestionably represent the general conditions as the.
prevail.
2
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Iron Cornice, Tin ltsif-InTanks, Galvanized
Pipe anil Kcpalr Work.
Tanks,
Water
Galvanized!

g,

Sliocp-dl- p

209

119

West Gold

1- -2
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Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

I.

S.

A

Where to Dine Well
Open Day and Night.

10 per cent.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
A

Under feeavoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

small cash payment and

120.00 a month will buy a

house, with bath.
REALTY

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

I Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries (ewer.

leaned and Blocked In
any Mjlc Panamas a Specially
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
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FLY SCREENS

Corner

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at ths

Ave.
3rdSt.&Gold
580.

eastern-mad- e

Phone

PJVISriNG MILL
SUPERIOR
SKIS OUR NEW UK1CK JJUILDINO

I

GROCERY

X L

!

0r00000K)wO0000

J.

AND
901 South

Phone

Edith

40

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
thd longest, most economical; full measure.
I1UILDINQ
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
HIIST STKKKT AND COAL AVE. ALI1CQCERQVE, NEW MEX.

by your
Is Ki'cHtly influenced
diet. Ciood food is always to
be had of us. We make a s
ialty of selling uri. t'y fresh,

e- -i

High Grade
Groceries
cmi

y

low j. rices.

si'i:riM,sIII).

l or Milurduy, Muy
SOc sw eet potatoes, per
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Your Health

at marvelou-l-

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Market

Meat

IX YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

C

Ex-pi-c-

1

The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

TOU VE1J A TELEPHONE

Hatters

IIOO-DO-

OF "HIAWATHA"

Place Your

Santa Fe Restaurant
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-

r. R.

large tracts. Title

1,1

AddrcM, Box 282, Nt. Zaklma. With.

BACK

hoo-doo- ."
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Order Early.

The Albuquerque

A

F. Tomei & Brothers
Albuquerque's Leading Tailor

Waste Land

IILBIIABOt I S.
Mrs. Marguerite Cohon. the
sick
woman, who came here about three
ago
weeks
from Mississippi and who'
went to Baton, N. M., last week, re- - '
turned here yesterday afternoon. She
told Depot Agent Fields that the al- titude of Baton did not agree with!
her so she came back.
When the train pulled Into Baton
yesterday morning she climbed aboard
and In a short timo she was taking '
up a collection from the passengers
in order to pay her fare here. When
Chief of Police McMillin was told of 1
her return to Albuijuet'jue this morn- ing he said:
"That was the last thing I heard
last night. While I can't eay 1 am
glad she is here again, still what can
we do with her.
nays
Dr. Pierce
she is not insane and the won't go to
the hospital for treatment.
She's a
An effort was mad'.- by tin.- police
to locale Mrs. Cohon Ibis morning,
but their search was unrewarded.
Possibly the woman has gone to the
mountains as Mie. expressed a wish.
to do Just belore leaving for Baton.

SONG

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

F. Allen
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The Bank of Commerce

Saddle horses a specialty. Be
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
It AMBBOOK IUtO 5.
112 John Street
Phone 500.

com
CAME

HEN you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

STYLISH DRESSMAKING
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Cool

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

MISS C. P. CRANE

lur-nish-

lit

Make Your
Hot Porch

J

ALBERT FA BUR'S

New Line Just Received

h
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Puts System Into Your Business

g.il an of
4oc
ten cent pkgs cold water starch l'.c
A very lutwestiiiv
reproduction of
bag of corn meal
4"c I.oiiKf
lluv s "'I be Soi if of Hi.iw atlui"
LT,c
O n cent ( ans of sardines
was niven on Wednesday eveninff by
2 lie
J cans of clams
J - c cms of Jam
10c the children of the United States Inin .anta Fe.
The
:t ten cent cans of tomatoes
2'c dian Heboid
nt took the form of living
iidc
Pie peaches, 3 cans for
2Dc pictures and iiantmnine and Mas renLarge pkg of oak flakes
the
loic dered with Htrikinif fidelity to puu-Corn Sl.irch. per pki,'
(
and customs which the
7c
Hi pkg baking soda
KOUKht to portray.
Ipants
All
of
the
i."ic
per
pkg
Pop corn,
taken ly Indians
L'f,c characters acre
4
soda crackers
lbs fre.-themselves unil sever. il Indian dances
See us for refrigerator pans
were
during
Introduced
the entertainTIIK M 7.i:.
ment, the music for which was
Win. hll.Ki:, Proprietor.
by Tom Tomf.
A good sized HUdieil' e witnessed the
OO LA I K TO CLASSIFY.
which will probably be
FOB BENT One nice 'ront room, performance
all conveniences. No Invalids de- reproduced in the near future for the
benetit
of those who rteie unable to
sired, inquire
Kailiuad
be pitstiit.
avenue.
c
Kubrrtte for The T:nfng Citizen,
FFirS l.(M)l), OLD 1UIOT BEE
the news.
AT WALTON'S Ultttii STOHE.

t

w

PORCH SHADES

aged ti
yeurs. the wife of W. W. Garrard
morning
at
12:45
o'clock
this
died at
her home, near Walters street an J
Railroad avenue. Mrs. Garrard came
here March 10. with her husband.
Death was
from Alberta. Canada.
due to pulmonary trouble.
The funeral will he held tomorrow afternoon
from the chapel of the Adams under
taking establishment, with Interment
In Fall-viecemetery.

I

ft.

ggy

Most Comfortable Ptac

The Old

salt

I.

in tha Honaa."

Certrnde Oarrard.

Mrs.

1

Jn-l-

iiy

no-tid-

1

"U

MTh

was fined $10
the
court this morning, charged
I nllce
with violating the city scavenger ordinance.
Senator Sulzer owns several houses
near 215 South Broadway and during
the last month a terrible odor which
has been originating from the several
houses, has caused the neighbors to
A month ago
turn up their noses.
City Health Oftlcer Frank Quler
Senator Sulzer to clean up the
refuse and trash on his premises.
Since then Oftlcer yuler has notified
Sulzer live or six times and still the
nuisance was not abated. The officers
found the senator at the Alvarado
last night and cited him to appear In
police court. After hearing the evidence. Judge Craig said:
"I'll just line you the minimum
amount. $1". this time and I expect
von to clean up that trash."
"Well, that's reasona hie." answered
Sulzer as he walked out the door.
dent

TO

HOSPITAL

l

ills

NOSES

INJURED ARE IN ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE

NEIGHBORS

TURNED UP THEIR
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y,

May 4, is

Sill ZER'S
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can .15c
Standard corn, 2 cans
lfc
Ijc can salmon, per can.. 10c
Spaghetti. Vermicelli and
10.
.Macuronl per pkg
2"c itreakfakt Call Coffee
per lb
JOc
25c l'rlncetis linger Snaps
20- per pkg
25c
K'irn Kinks, pks
Force, per pkg
loc
8 bars bilk toap
26c

pX)0O00O0COOfK)

r

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

itoooooococooooo

2J2

NORTH SECOND ST.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.
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And Tlhey Both Got Peaches Too

Old Romey Has a Record

Froni dreams of chicken dinners and apple pies,
dilapidated tramp, dusty f.nd tired, was awakened by
loud voices. As he rubbed his eyes he saw, seated on
the grass not ten feet away, a young man and a girl.
"Yes. Harvey," the girl wns saying, petulantly, for
the sun had evidently warped her spirits, "that may be
the story you tell me, but Mabelle gave me quite a
different version of the affair."
Her companion was as cross as she. "Well, of
course. Alice," he replied, shortly, "if you think I'm
not telling the truth, there Is nothing I can do about
it. You ought to take my word against Mabelle's, I
should think."
So the quarrel Continued. The cuse was not disclosed, but it must have been unimportant, for the
gill's capricious fancy son turned to other topics. They
laughed and chatted gayly, as If there had been no
undertone of irritation
difference, but there was a
that connaiitly threatened to break out again. The
man bad a basket of fine peaches, and as they talked
they began to eat them slowly. At last there was but
one left. The tramp gazed it t it longingly from under
the lilac bush.
"You ate three and I ate three, ami now there Is
Just one left." said the girl. "Youve been a good boy
for a while, so you can have this one."
"Hut, dear, I don't want It." lie replied.
should think you would
"Well. 1 don't see why.
eat It when I offer It to you first."
"Hut I don't want It." ,
"Xot even when I offer II."
"Xo, not even then."
The girl was getting angry. "You're mean and
selllsh, Harvey, not to take It when I ask you."
"Hut, Alice, my dear girl. I don't want the peach,
and I won't eat It. That's all there Is to it." His face,
too. was Hushed.
"You won't do anything for me now." walled Alice.
"Xonsense."
"Well, I don't care; It's true. Y'ou haven't been
a

Tall, lanky. Iu? n t Sony. head weeks before the eventful day ren-ho
Caldwell, the
held hlnh In .ill. hi hriaht nye an.l was driven sotomany
who were going
tin ."plfit that dezvous of
prancing step renV.-tinthe run. Kvery day after
made him notahi twenty years flK', to make was
given work to "harden
'Vi, that he
I"
nd etill more not-il!- "Hnmeii" or. mow familiarly. "Old him." asclayhis owner put It.
of
the "run" the horse
which
The
Romev" the i'vl bay horse
He
was hitched to a road cart.
carrlll hi" owner nrt to the present was
driven to a point about twelve
travels
site ir Pond fteek. Ok..
some
Kansa. Spit miles west of Caldwell, where
the xtreets of Wichita.
year- - or more that have ,".uo people had gathered for the sumof the
the tire purpose. In the cart were two men.
passed over hi hei.l he has
,
and he I. X. Singer and O. K. Stewart, the
of vouth. to all api' it
also a resident of Wichita then
pulls a buggy a r.ipid'.y and with as latternow.
.1
he did before and
much real plen.-ur- e
'I'lir 1 anions Run.
the Cherokee strip was opened. "Oil
no smali feat that
It was aoconipli.-lowent
back of the crowd about
"We
1.
His owner. I.
Romey"
quarter of mile." said Mr. Singer
man of Wichita, aIn telling the astory.
K. Singer, a
"We had a canwith pleasure, teen of water and a sponge, both for
still recites the
ml the few who were there neve.' the horse. 'Old Romey' was champbelieved ing the bit and feeling as good as a
tire In the telllnn f it. It is long
disfor
that he holds the record
colt. When the signal was given, be
September
m
that
travel,
for.
tance
started. 1 held him back for the lir't
day. when the thousands of
Of course he went at a
miles.
gath- ten
an.l what-no- t
"noonet
pretty good clip, but I mean that he
s
Oklahoma-Kansaered along the
go so fast that he wanted to
shot didn't
line waiting impatiently for the cross
go faster. He wanted to pass everyto
leaxe
give
them
that would
thing In sight. In the tlrst ten miles,
over and choose a claim In that rich we had passed. I should Judge, about
Cherokee country. "Old Romey trot- - three-fourtOne
of the starters.
suueu hum.
ted and paced, as t.iuc
man's horse dropped dead Just as we
e
m
um
aistance oi iweiu.-oowent by him. 'I'll give you $500 to
enty minutes.
xtop,' he yelled after us as be shook
C'lia-sli- i
a handful of bills, but we kept movlrulrW .lacUrabhlt.
I. X. Singer has owned "Romeo" ing.
"As we pawed him. we turned Into
since 1887. He bought him from a
At that time the trail. Before that our course1
man named Miller.
prairie. Then
"Romeo" was a likely looking young had been over the
let the old horse out in earnest. We
horse, at least 6 years old. but withH-passed
a sheriff from one of the counout pedigree or known breeding.
near the line, and he shouted at
could trot and he could pace but he ties
ana us that we had the best horse he ever
was a wild looking "critter.
was but one ahead
most people who didn't know him saw. At last there we
could see. Sha
were afraid to drive him. There was of us, as far as
school
teacher. She drove a
a
a mortgage of $75 against the animal was
something
rangy
on the order
horse
and Miller couldn't pay it.
Mr. of my own. He was a good one, too.
"I'll lose him anyway." he told Give
Twice we passed her, but each time
a good horse.
Singer. "He
slowed
me five dollars above the mortgage she passed us again, as we
down to allow Stewart to Jump out
and he is yours."
sponge
Romey's'
and
was
head
'Old
and
On that proposition the deal
as he went. The third time
made. Miller had used the horse to mouth
told her good-b- y
chase Jackrabbit across the prairies we went by her we an
hour and ten
Mr. Singer knew for all time. Just
west of Wichita.
the
this, but he thought little of It until minutes from the time we gotwhere
place
we
signal,
pulled
the
into
with
one day when he was riding
i ou ought
Mrs. Singer. The latter was afraid Pond Creek now stands,
the soldiers stationed
of the horse, because of his show of to have heard
eplrlt. Reassured by her husband, there. We were the first to reach the
That is, we were the first
ahe allowed herself to be persuaded to townslte. who
started where we did.
until of those
ride behind him. All went well
the soldiers told us.
"Romeo" saw a Jackrabbtt. Without Some man,
warning he struck out after It. It passed by from another direction.
was a merry chase, and one which The school teacher was next. She
Mr. Singer was powerless to stop for followed us only a couple of minutes
some time, despite his wife's lntreat-le- s. later. W. K. Reeves of Wichita came
To this day. it Is said, the old less than half an hour afterwards.
horse likes nothing better than to We beat the train about twenty-fiv- e
chase Jackrabbits, but the prairies are minutes.
He Is Vet a Good Jloi- -.
fenced now, and he gets little oi mm
kind of sport.
" 'Old Romey' finished the run In
good shape. Of course he was warm.
Training for the Race.
We 'cooled him out' gradually, and he
But it was at the strip opening that
He was didn't miss a feed. That afternoon I
"Romeo" became famous.
go.
drove him about eight miles out
not a young horse then, as horses
From
He was at least 12 years old, accord- across the prairie and back.
the time we started until we got to
ing to Mr. Singer's calculations.
time the townslte I did not touch him with
There was formed about that
company. a whip. In fact, I don't suppose 1
the Pond Creek Townsltealready
had have hit him with the whip once for
The Rock Island railroad
by each of the twenty years I have
a depot there, and it w as planned
owned him."
this company to get to the townslte
And "Old Romey" Is still a good
first If possible. Mr. Singer was a
rearstockholder In the company. Ways horse. He greets his master by signal
and means of getting there had been ing on his hind legs, then at a
ears
back
laid
adopted.
comes
with
at
him
discussed but none had been
Finally Mr. Singer declared that he and gently lays his head on Mr.
Mrs.
had a horse which could go from Singer's shoulder. Every day bugPond Creek depot Singer drives the old horse to a
the Kansas line totwenty-fivnow,
gy.
e
enough
but he
He Is quiet
minutes.
In an hour and
Is ever ready for a sprint, and he can
His colleagues were doubtful.
a
In
as
buggy
pull
ten
short
you
first
miles
be
a
will
the
can,
you
"If
time as any of the younger horses of
one there," they said.
Six weeks before the opening "Ro- Wichita. Touch him with a whip and
meo" was put Into training. He was his driver has plenty of trouble holddriven every day and was cared for ing him.
"Old Romey" may live a decade yet.
as the occasion demanded. Two
;
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EVEN'INO

at all nice since you met that horrid Mary Waters."
"Alice." said the man, sharply, "you know very well
that Isn't true."

1907.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

The girl was now near tears. "Well, If you love
ine as you say you do, you would do anylng I ask."
"I will do anything that is reasonable."
"I don't believe It; If you would, you'd take that
peach."
"Oh, come, come; this Is foolish."
Alice stood up and threw back her head. "Very
well, sir. I've stood as much of this treatment as I
can. Y'ou w ill please take your choice you may Ither
obey my wishes iii this matter or you will leave me
at once."
With that amazing speech she stalked away, leaving her lover gazing at the peach, which lay on a
stump. Hut trivial as the matter was, he, too, was obstinate, and, following her example, he walked off In
The hungry hobo under the
the opposite direction.
lilacs stared at the luscious cause of the quarrel. Such
a delicate morsel had not been within his grasp for
He crawled out, and, looking cautiously to be
weeks.
sure that the young people were still moving away, he
captured the prize and retreated again In his hiding
place.
Before he had arranged himself comfortably, the
man down the lane suddenly turned and started back.
AstonHe soon reached the grass plot and slopped.
ished at the disappearance of the fruit, he looked
around for It. 'While he stood there, the girl, looking
Slowly
over her shoulder, saw that he had returned.
When
she, too, retraced her steps and came back.
within sight of the stump, she saw that the peach was
gone.
With a relieved laugh, she ran to her lover.
"oh. Harvey," she cried, "you've eaten It, haven't
you. dear? I've been cross and horrid, and It's awfully
good of you to humor me this way."
The man took her In his arms and kissed her fervently, but he said nothing. The tramp, who was just
finishing the peach, was also silent and satisfied. By
John Andrews.
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ing In sight or sound to Jar upon the
senses. The old English house, like
Its personnal. Is harmony.
Deeply panelled rooms In dark
woods, hangings In soft colors, chairs
made for comfort as well as beauty,
with that certain suggestion of artis
which Is Inseparable!
tic austerity
from Mr. Mitchell himself, and everyspaces, make nit in
splendid
where
terior of the utmost attractiveness,
psi
i 'Uisiue,
me nouse is i
are hedged with hemlock
brought bv the owner from the woods
and set up in this delightful barrier,
which, while it encloses the "farm"
Mr. Mitchell will not permit it to
be called an estate In no wise im- ledes the view.
The house Is set upon a knoll and
the approach to It, once so barrenf buildings, is now dottea wun preiresldences, so that Xevv Haven in
the, near distance seems to be sweeping up to the very gates. Ik Marvel
course of a year he acquires much
HOW 1 liKCAME A TRAMP.
fled from the world, but it Is fast
Why did I become a tramp? Be- - more money than the average wage-causvertaklng him. In summer., culti
I could not heln it.
vating his garden and so maintain
I mav as worker. He is a periodic drunkard
ing h s strength or nouy. in winier well state nt the outset that I wns and the fruits of his begging are
he goes out as regularly as a pro- not a student of sociology trying to dlssipated In disgusting revelry,
The "proper stiff " Is well inform
fessional beauty who values her com- find out how the "other half" lives.
plexion. If it be fair weather he But I felt reasonably positive that ed on all subjects not requiring any
be
two.
it
I
or
If
an
was an abnormally brilliant youth, deep thought. Poetry and all varle
hour
drives for
stormy he goes out on the wide porch and would in a few years develop ties of fiction he devours with avid
Into a most formidable
rival
of ity, and he is generally well posted
and tramps up and down for a conHence his skin has re- John D. Rockefeller. So at the age on current events. As a story-tellstitutional.
tone,
his
youthful
singularly
my
13,
a
I
when
served
of
had crammed Into
he excells. The gods of great un
llgure Is upright, his gait assured.
bend all of the wisdom and stimu- rest" have whispered in his ear the
from magic word, and the Wanderlust has
Ik Marvel rarely sees any one in lating advice that emanates
these days. The visit of a stranger the works of Horatio Alger and Har- taken him through many strange
disturbes him. If age has left any ry Castleman. I ran away from home places and adventures. And these he
mark, it Is in the extreme readiness and set out to seek fame and for- narrates with much circumlocution
with which the sensitive nerves are tune.
and waste of words, for though his
jangled out of tone. The white hair
money and a grammar Is bad his vocabulary is ex
I possessed $."
in
brushed back from nis race is Sl.u great ignorance of the ways of the tensive.
abundant enough to frame It In, as world. Two days after leaving home
Last comes the mysterious "yegg- The high, broad brow is I found myself ejected from a box man."
of yore.
I have lived the life of the
the smile retains its car on the Northern Pacific railroad professional
unwrlnkled.
and have ..pen
quaint humor. In a word, the origi In the midst of a North Dakota free to entertramp
exclusive tramp clr
nal picture is intact years nave oniy prairie "dead broke."
very
ties, the
existence of which Is
softened, not effaced the outline.
For two days i went nungry. be- - doubted by the uninitiated, but
Among Last of a t.roui).
lug ashamed to beg; then a kind- - confess I do not know just who and
Donald G. Mitchell Is one of a re hearted farmer's wife set before me w hat the mysterious "yegg man" Is
markable group of literary giants a big bowl of bread and milk and "John Yegg" he is called on the road,
I but beyond the fact that he is a "bad
from whose ranks Thomas Bailey advised me to go back home.
Aldrich has so recently dropped out. should probably have taken her ad- - man" little seems to be known of
as
year
and month
Horn in the same
vice had it not been for the fact that him. From the meager information
Edward Everett Hale, he has kept I fell in with a young tramp known which I have gathered at first hand
1
8 pace
with tne cnapiain or me sen- as the "Frisco Kid." He had been I judge him to be a professional
ate, though with more measured v and all over the world, and to me was crook, who has taken to the road in
energetic step.
emotionally
hen the personification of all that It is order to avoid arrest. He always has
less
2
he satirized the foibles of the me- good to know. Under his tutelage I the money, Is always armed, never
associates with tramps and Is the
tropolis in "The Ixirgnette" at the be- learned rapidly.
1 learned to beg and how to travel
shabbiest dressed man on the road.
ginning of the 50's In a series of lettriSuch are the denizens of that un
paying
on
freight
Jenny
trains without
that made the town ring.
of meerschaum output, and German manufacturers ters
The manufacture
I learned to
at 15
which I entereo
Square and bute to the hrakeman.
singing
was
Castle
at
Jnd
-.
on
no
more
supplies irom the Hungarian patriot, Kossuth, was lift artistically, and that In order to years of age, thirsting for adven
,u" count
f tWo nreillpipes may soon
tures,
I
of
as
which
had
be iv successful tramp one must not
tlons in current German trade Jour- the price of raw meerschaum has ad about to land.
For the true tramp Is not a the following chapters will show-- .
The belles and beaux whose weak steal.
nals are to be credited. Reports to vanced 5U per cent.
spite
prevalent
of
in
the
criminal,
The manufacturing town of Ruhla. nesses he exposed, traveien uptown belief to the contrary. When hungry-h- COJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXX)
the United states government from
quote from In the Thuringian forest, will be the o the fashionable residential quar
foreign representatives
will appropriate to his own use
indicating most affected. There from 3,000 to ter at Union Square by a rapid tran a stray chicken, or raid a vegetable
these Journals statements
horses.
omnibus
ancient
route
sit
of
that .the industry is now facing a 4.000 workmen have for years past The driver nar excellence was "the garden. But the tramp is a coward.
I learned that in Trampdom there
A
situation for which there seems to been employed in this inuustry.
avenue,"
and Tifth avenue are three separate
and distinct castes.
be no remedy, and the manufacturers Ruhla specialty is the meerschaum Third
Madison Square, which had
First in order is the "gay cat." He
of meerschaum pipes and cigar hold- pipe, and with it goes the manufac above
oblivion
the
from
ust
rescued
been
ers will have to go out of business ture of pipe stems, pipe lids and of barren lields, was unknown, save Is the novice, the beginner, who is ooooooooo
or into some other line. They are mountings, cigar holders, and mouth as a common road. Then, dames of not Initiated into the mysteries of the
not the An immaculate, tailored man,
unable to secure anything like an pieces. The annual output averages high degree still lived in Great Jones tramp fraternity. He knows
professionadequate supply of raw-- material, and 540.000 genuine meerschaum
pipes stieet and thereabouts; Grace church tricks and haunts of the open
Who dwelt In the magazine ads,
counbeggar. He prefers the
a girl on the oppoite page
for the tritlling quantities they can with amber mouthpieces. The first and old Trinity were those affected al
Loved
occasionally
will
city,
try
and
to
the
secure must pay a greatly Increased meerschaum factories were founded by the excluslves. The town was a
Hissed out in the furrier's fads.
living.
ranks
of
In
a
the
work
for
on the
price. In rhe last three years prices in Ruhla in 1767. For the Ruhla the tingle with excitement over the As-tl When each evening he called
the "gay cats," too, are found a
maid.
of raw meerschaum have about dou- passing of the meerschaum industry
Place riots, wherein the English
young men for the
gas from
the
down
Thev
turned
bled and. at the same time, America Is a blow from which it will scarcely actor Macready had so rough an ex most criminals
born and bred in the
page two,
and England have secured control of be able to recover, practically the ample of American manners, ana slums part,
of large cities, compelled to Till her father
page twenty- practically all the meerschaum still entire population being dependent the fever of the California
they
grounds
where
stamping
forsake
eight,
to be had. Recently a small ship- upon this Industry.
was in the air.
to
well
known
the
too
have become
use of an excellent shoe.
ment has been received in Germany
This industry is quite extensive In
Central park was yet undreamed police, and by poverty forced into AllMade
undaunted, on page sixty-thre- e
from Asia Minor the first in some Austria, but up to the present there f and the Atlantic cable not yet Trampdom.
A few years of life on
purchased
a solitaire fine,
He
time. An advance of about 30 per cent has been no serious complaint regard- laid. A. T. Stewart was one of the the road makes of the "gay cat" And
eloped in an automobile
ing the lack of crude merschaum. greatest figures in the financial world, either a professional tramp or an
in price followed Immediately.
Provided on page thirty-ninPractically all known deposits of though the effect of such a scarcity with his shiploads to famlne-strlcK- habitual wearer of prison stripes.
Then away to the depot they whirled
meerschaum have been exhausted, it may be seriously felt later. The pro en lands, and the crystal paiace
The word "hobo" is used throughTheir honeymoon trip to pursue,
being now found only in the mines of ductlon of amber is said to have con standing
Square on out the west to designate all classes For
in
Reservoir
their tickets were bought on
during the past Murray
in Asia Minor, and the siderably decreased
Hill.
Charlotte
Brontes of vagrants; but on the road the
road
output there Is very aunall. Agents of two years; and as the demand is books were as much a vogue as wasp-wais- hobo is an honest workingman out of
on page forty-itwDiscovered
and the vapors, and the a job. forced by economic necessity By their parent forgiven and blessed
American and English manufacturers at present greater than the supply,
from
wander
both,
to
or
drink,
fol
Dickens,
or
American Xotes of
have secured control of this entire prices are steadily advancing.
only remains now to mate
lowing his visit, the scandal of the plate to place in search of employ- In Itan architect's cottage they lived
ment. The number of hobos in this
literary set.
on page thirty
Nicely planned
country runs away up into the thoueight.
Shut Gates on World.
the
what
they
constitute
sands,
and
Exchange.
This was the world upon which Ik
economists ca.ll 'Vlie surMarvel shut the gates of Edgewood. political
dehobo
army,"
The
plus
labor
his
vortex
and
lived
He
in
the
A
had
Narrow
Kscaix.
jj
is despised by the procosmopolitan training had only crys- spises andtramp,
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk
and he seldom be- Mo.,
fessional
Those lov- comes
tallised his conservatism.
had a narrow escape four years
one
them.
of
were
Bachelor"
a
"Reveries of
J able
a Jimson bar Into
The "proper stiff" Is the profes- ago when heHeran says:
written in Venice, while he was fill- sional
"The doctor
Under no circum- his thumb.
ing the post of Cnlted States consul stances tramp.
amputate
It but I would
to
perwanted
he be Induced to
there and occupying a house on the form anycanuseful
a
bought
box
consent.
not
of Buck
I
He
is
labor.
Grand canal. He was In Paris when
Forgotten Birthdays.
"Joys are sUtl ief: great and ripe
that cured the
a beggar, and his wits lins Arnica Salve andliTjc
verge
on
revolu
was
of
the
France
at all drug
Joys."
"Birthdays?" he said, smiling as
become dangerous wound."
by his mode of life.
months overflowing with ex- have
he looked down his window over the tion
"The Reveries .,f a Bachelor."
hence the vividness with so sharpened that usually in the gists.
d
landscape of Kdgevvoo perience
An old man uhns- - untroubled eyes
portrays "The Battle SumI which he
reflect the blu- - if the sea. whose farm. "I have forgotten them.
mer."
face time h is t .u- he.l so slightly that have put them aside. But come again
When he returned to Xew York,
Ay to intensify the when the summer Is here.
We shall
it hus served
with its dignity as one of the
peace of a natuie ever reaching out have better things then, beautiful aglow
great capllalB of the world, Mitchell
lo the great spirit ( humanity, pass- things."
Its follies and graces alike
mile stone last
ills eyes traveled to his plants that impaled
ed his elghtv-rf.i- i
on a brilliant pen of satire, which
every
side,
early
on
(Donald
G.
Friday. He is Ik Marvel
surround him
lost the gentleness of humor
Mitchell!, the author of the "Rever- spring blossoms that he had coaxed never took
oft the edge.
But such an
ies," the type of a ! iy that is dead Into bloom indoors, cheating the frost that
He
environment has little charm.
An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and
as well as a
of heart that of some of its tenderest victims.
longed
life
the life
dream
the
for
His plants ami his books, his writ of the heart and the Imagination.
must ring true through the ages.
poisons which are in the blood, and as, long' as this vital fluid remains in
n
ings.
hen the mood is on him thi
The worts in which.
All sorts of books have come from this impure, contaminated state the place will never heal.
The application
years ago. he
the softened is his life. Around him are his chll
that henieloi k hedge at Edge-woo- d of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
memory "f a :it-- f
"Joys are still dren iiinl his grandchildren, and here behind stories
the
taken
have
that
left great ripe Joys" are today the In the bouse, where for fifty years readers Into its intimacy, that have outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it airain, arid thus it troes
.f his life.
guldms; impul-'His is he has found shelter from the unrest prove, I
Marvels tender. human on. Rr.tdually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health of the
the receptive v.iuie. the faith in of the world, within sight of the tow interest Ik
in even the foibles at which s:i:!cter.
1 here are manv wavs in which the blood liecoiiies contaminate
purpose
things
gradu
Yale,
of
he
ers
of
all
which
from
lulini'.e
the
hh.ifls were once alined. But he and poisoned. A long spell of sickness breeds disease germs in the svstem
uneinbiitered ated in l4l, he invites his mu.se in his
which will give his j
come
less
less
before
the
has
and
an Ideal entourage. There Is noth public himself, and be deprecates tiie f lilureof the elituinattve members to remove the refuse and waste matter
to the end.
the Intrusion of his priv.o.v with a of the body, the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
so full of
eet
infect the bl,xd with morbid matter and germs which sooner or later is man
that it would (lis. ii in the iinisl
Bested by a sure that refuses to heal. Persons with inherited blood taint are
roils.
This is , the author of today, who. vciy apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers. The taint may lie dormant
eighty-liveleading the In. ot a un mi f votinif. vigorous hie. but when middle aire is reached or nas.-.cat
and
,
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I
ins compan- .
liiiet countiy gentleman,
nrnvc,
i..,,r,
mr
m
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.,.,i.,., .1,.,.:,,.,...
- 'HIV,
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,
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m lll f.v
kill. ,
.'VHIVI,
1,1
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.
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(
t
and cats aii-- a iu.l- - ou ed songster iireaic tiuwn atlo a cnroiuc sore is loiiueu an.i kepi open ny tue constant
If the caue is not removed the
e Included In Ik Marvel's house- - drainage of impure matter from the lilo.nl.
Id
tin. Is that "Jos ire
sore will continue to gnivv vvotse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering
.
ripe joys."
discharging, and slowly undermining the constitution. S. S. S. heals old
For stoma h troubles, biliousness 6oie. by going down to the very bottom of the trouble, driving out the
and constipation try Chamberlain's
impurities aiid building up theetitire tir illation. When S. S. S. has remove
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, thesore begins to heal, new
-effected
remarkuble cures have been
Do n.it depend on extern
Simples Uesh is formed, and soon the place is cured.
by them. Price. "iG cent-,- .
.
applications, which do not reach the blood, but begin the use of S. S. S. and
J Ten
hTTdrugjj'.st-,by
all
sale
flee. For
remove of the cause, and then the sore must heal. Uook on Sores and Ulcers
Orurjrjistsy
Wa do it right, HOCun DHV. Im
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA.
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A Magazine
Love Story
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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It's Hard to Tell
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Last of Famous P
Old Literary Circle
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paint from bad by Just looking
at a pot of paint, it's only after It
good

has been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the
effects of poor paint Then It is too
.'ate.
If you buy your paints of us
you always get good paint
the kind
wears.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Roofing

First and Marqaette
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BIG FOUR ENGINEER GETS

Special

Just a Word

Rubber
HIMSELF IN

Tired
Folding

Go-Car-

TROUBLE

Mr. Clothes Buyer!
Have you purchased your summer uit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and rad cars
fully what we have to sny.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here' your chance.
A complete line of garments
that for !yle. nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities
r
unexcelled; manufactured by

ts

$2.50 and up

;wJt

Heywooil - Wakefield and
Fulton
Make
harpy children. Don't fail
to pee the $2.50 cart.
W.V. Frutrelle Furniture Co
e.

Kohn Brothers

Cir. Ccal and Second

C
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IMOX MADi: CLOTHING.
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announcement has been made as yet
(.AiiiL-r- i
mug itie luture (Mincy 01 me
company in reK.ird to permitting exploration and location of the patented
lands of the company by miners, but
vigorous efforts are being made by
strong interests to have these lands
thrown open to the prospector on fair
terms.
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The Southern 0

Pacitic company has authorized its attorney here, Charles It. lowers, to
make the announcement that In
iii all deeds made by the company there will not lie a mineral res.
This clause, ulii.-ervalion clause.
has been Inserted in all deeds conveying the lands originally granted
Pacific, has been used for tne
past four years, its
being to reserve for the company all min.-racontained In the lands.
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the mining Industry at large, as
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very broad and sweeping in effect.
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has no cause to make the least
Guaranteed by all druggists.
25c Try them.
com-plnl-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
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READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers $00 Sqnare Feet.
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB

Announcement

LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

Having acquired an interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
nmm
future have charge of the mechanical
IN9UMANOK
department and attend to the InstalSecretary Mutual Building AaaoCBSk-tlo- n.
lation of all plumbing and heating
Office at 217 West RailrMsV
work entrusted to this company.
avenue. -

A. E. WALKER,
.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

MAUGER
VJOOL
Mauger
with Raube

W. E.

and

Office, 115 North

ALBIQI EltQUE,

ron a

"SHORT

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe. N. M and

the

First St.
X. U.

airaoi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders tot
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage. Factory.
EMIL KUEXWORT
Masonic Building. North Third Strae
All Kinds of

DENVER

&

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
General Passenger A Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
AJbuqutrque.

Cromwell Block,
Telephone No. lit.

14

Give us year ROUGH DRY irorft,
Monday, and get It back Wedneada
Imperial Laundry Co.
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$200 REWARD.
lKn't I'ny Alimony.
i
be divorced from your appendix,
rapture
Is
offered
A
for
the
of
w,
be no occasion for it if
There
..- ......
rplni r w th tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Bens-det- to
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their acBerardinelll. Crime was com
tion Is so gentle that the appendix mltted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb,

.

of
It is estimated th it the cost
printing the Santa F s new west-tterminal
bound through tariff
Points on the l'.icjtic coast will te
) in. nun. but it will b complete and

May

es

The Hollenbeck Hotel

I'iiilroad.

,

Fine Clothing &

vll-lan-

s.

...

u.Mis
ol'irs

to

D ELL
MAN Furnishing

M.

ad-mo- st

Topics

'The Pacific Coast Lumber associaLumtion, the .Southwest Washington
ber association and the shingle mills
the
bureau tiled a complaint under
new rate law with the comission
against the Northern Pacific, the
the
Great Northern, the Union Pacitic,other
Oregon Short Line and fifteen
railroads, requesting the commission
to issue orders providing that the
railroads shall make through and
joint rates on lumber products from
points in Washington via Portland,
Ore., to points east of the Cascade
mountains.
It is stated in the petition that
there are 4 17 sawmills in western
Washington with an annual output of
nearly three billion feet of lumber.
It is alleged that the defendant lines
refuse to Interchange cars at Portland and that it thus is rendered Imthe lumber products
possible to
to market.
l..ite yesterday afternoon two locomotive", bound for t ld Mexico, passed through the city. The locomotives
were remodeled by the American Locomotive works, i f Cooke. N. Y., from
The
coal consumers to oil burners.
engines are for the Central Mexic.mo

Nev

,,,,!

Territorial

the interstate commerce commission.
dealers
For several months lumber
and manufacturers in Washington,
sound
Tuget
particularly, and in the
territory generally, have complained
informally to the commission that,
owing to the refusal of the Hill and
them
Harriman lines to make
tbey
through rates and Joint rates,
products
get
their
to
were unable
shipped to points east of the moun- -

koi

.!

'

TO THE COMMISSION.
Washington, May 3. Rivalry between the Hill and Harrlman lines in
the northwest finally hathe culminated
matter to
in the presentation of

i: Ml

t

j

APPEAL

LV.MliER.MEN

Is
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J. A. NaiiKelc formerly
Kcneml
of the .Sonora railway and
maimer
now head of one of the departments
of the Central Mexicano railway,
passed thruunh
.Albuquerque last
night, en route to Kl l'aso from a
f
trip east. Mr. Naugi le was aboard
!
fV
n
his private car, No. 15.
a
with his flneer. However, as the end
on which the little spear Is attached
P. E. Blackthorn and U. Williams,
it"M'-''gtygwas foremost In his throat, he was
of the secret service department of
i.
'i
imii
I
i.- ilt
x
,
the Santa Fe. claiming Albuquerque
leinoxe i..
as their homes, arrived in the city
last night and are at the Alvurado.
ATTOItNKYN PIU'.PXItF. TO
i: umitiMAN
W. P. Sill, a railroad man station- Wnsnington. May 3. It is talk.
undered at Milwaukee. Wis., stopped over
stood that Messrs. Severance and KelIn the city last night, en route to the
logg, special attorneys for t'.ie interShriner conclave at Los Angeles,
state commerce commission, have
l.Ol IMO STKM.KY. VKTIM OF VIl.i: I.KTTKK MUITKIJ.
I
prepared the paper by which it is
fSTKI'I ATIIKH, C M. STIXEK, MHO IS ClLVICGKll Willi XII K
D. Orn, connected with the Santa tIli:it
proposed to require Mr. Hatrlmn" to
itiii;.
Fe office at La Junta, arrived in the
Cleveland, May 1. That Clarence Its and an apparently Indulgent hus-- answer unestlons which he declined
city last night,
to
at the recent hearings In
Ktlner, a stalwart man of nerve b',n,(1 nd i"ther. It seemed Incredible Xewanswer
Th aidi.Mtlon ti the
York.
he was the autnor of the vile
II. J. Lyddane. claim agent for the and muscle engineer
of the Pig attacks upon his
Mr. H.ir'imai to recourt
to
force
wife's child.
Santa Fe, is in Las Vegas on ollicial Four Twentieth Century limited out
If Stlner Is found guilty of the spond will be mad.; this week In Xew
buslnesp.
York.
of this city Is gulltv of one of the charge, it will be shown ...at he
Ingenious and insidious crimes dressed letters to himself, that he
charged
in
himself
these
letters with MONTKONi: ATTOR N EY
on record, is the theory of the federal
AFTER IWTTLEMEN.
officials who have arrested him on hideous crimes, that in the same way
Montrose, May 3. District Attorcharge of sending obscene letters he attempted to ruin the fair name
ney Hugo Sellg has been called to
through the mail to Louise Straley, of his daughter by marriage.
y
his stepdaughter.
The motive for such ingenious
Grand Junction to attend the cor
Is not supplied by the govern- oner's Inquest over the remains of
For three months detectives were
baffled by a letter writing mystery ment detectives. Miss Straley rias a I'eter Swanson, who was murdered!
which involved Louise Straley and sweetheart of whom Stlner professes last week at Kannance creek.
The
her school chum, Kunlce Pillars. to be fond. There Is no record of district attorney reported that there
young
high
girls
These
bear
school
trouble
between
eiifcfneer
the
and was strong evidence against a number
The grant board has filed a petition the best of reputation)".
Xearlfy his wife. Louise was a
of cattlenten of that section, who are
for an injunction against Max Nord-hau- every day letters signed W. S. were girl when her widowed mother mar- suspected
of having a motive for the
Henry J. Coors, Frank A.
home,
addressreceived at the Stiner
ried Stlner. He has taken a fatherly
and Frank A. Manzares, ad- ed to Stiner, his wife or her pretty interest in her welfare, and they have Clime.
ministrator of the estate of Francisco daughter. They were all Infamous been devoted companions.
KOIt JOl l.l
A. Manzares, deceased. Joseph Chene creations, evidently the work of a
A week before his arrest Stlner POLO PLAYED
(TP AT LAKEWOOD. X. .1.
and others. A temporary injunction vicious degenerate.
The uncanny made public a threat that he would
May 3. The paLakewood,
X.
J.,
is asked to restrain the defendants familiarity of the anonymous writer kill the letter writer if he caught trons of polo are greatly Interested
In
from cutting timber on the Las Vegas with the affairs of the Stlner and him.
game
of polo that will be played
grant, and the court has granted an Pillarses led the police to watch the
Handwriting experts will be re- the
on the Georgian court grounds. The
order to show cause, returnable on actions of a number of schoolboys of lied upon to support the charge of prizes are very valuable, being four
May in, why such an
the prosecution.
Stlner Indignantly Individual cups offered by Mrs. Geo.
Injunction the neighborhood.
The arrest of Stiner came as a denies his guilt, and his wife and Gould.
should not be issued.
The polo contest precedes
complete shock. A man of good hab- - her daughter believe him.
the country club of Lakewood's fifth
Miss Elsie M. Schurcman, daughter
show, gymkhana ami
annual horse
pony rao'r-s- , to b? decided May 3 and
of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Schureman,
4.
Many of the polo players will
of Green Valley, Illinois, who has
compete In the later sports.
been in Silver City for the past nine NEW CATTLE SANITARY
T KEEP F
months In search
of
health, died
there last Wednesday. Her decease
STRIKE OF MILLWORKERK
was a particularly sad one, on account
CKIPPIiES INDUSTRY.
BOARD NAMES OFFICERS
IN HIS STOMACH
of her youth, accomplishments
Denver, May 3. It has been conand
unusually .lovable disposition. In the
ceded by both the planing mill owners
and employes that If the mill strike,
short time of her residence In the
The new territorial cattle sanitary W1I1I.K llXINU TACKI.K FA11.MEI1 w hich began Wednesday, Is allowed to
territory she drew to herself a larg'
secoffices
the
of
the
board
met
at
progress to any length It will result
circle of friends, among whom her
city SWALLOWS KAMI (OMPI1CA-XIOX.- S In seriously crippling the building Inpassing is keenly felt. The remains retary, Will C. Rarnes, in this perWITH TI MOR
afternoon and
dustry. Carpenters at a meeting last
have been shipped to the old home late Wednesday
fected organization, ('apt. E. GoodSOON UKSl I.T.
night voted to refuse to handle any
for Interment.
president
win Austen was
products of the local mills. NegotiaC.
was
Will
Lexington,
of
Harnes
and
3.
Ky.,
board
May
the
Iee
City
Is to have a complete again
Silver
tions for h settlement of the strike
secretary.
were
All
for
Adams,
a 'well known young farmer are
new electrical equipment which will presentchosen
still in progress, and the case Is
W. C. of this county, who lives with
exception
of
with
the
his
be installed in the power house of the
not considered a hopeless one.
county,
who
of
McDonald,
Adams,
AthH.
father.
Charles
Lincoln
near
New Mexico Light, Heat & Power was busy shipping cattle and was un- ens, was
Lexington today to concompany as soon as the machinery able to get away. The other mem- sult with inphysicians
EG;S Kilt HATCHING.
with regard to
can be built and sent in. Manager bers of the board are: C. L. Ballard, naving taken rrom his
stomach a
Wood, of the lighting company, says of Chaves county. K. R. Manning of
Leghorn. anHarrlTRocks:
HWH"'J
that the order has been signed and Colfax county, Victor Culberson of davs0a0goWh"'h
4
laying hens. Address
that It Includes a condensing Corliss Orant county, and George W. Haker
i00''8'
The latter part of last week Mr. J-rur"
F.tancia. N. M.
engine capable of generating
225 of Union county. The retiring memAdams bought a package of lish - E- power,
horse
and a large alternating bers of the board were W. H. Jack hooks at a store In Athens and took
Sore Nipples.
dynamo with a capacity of 3,750 six- of Grant county, Robert Martin of them to his home to refit his tackle
Any mother who has had experience
teen candle power lights. The busi- Sierra county, and M. X. Chaffln of for a day's fishing.
That night he
distressing
ailment will be
this
with
ness of the company is rapidly in- Ijis Vegas. Outside of the organiza- got out several old lines, and while
business he was going over them, putting on pleased to know that a cure may be
creasing and the new purchase Is In tion, nothing but routine
a hook or a cork when needed, he affected by applying Chamberlain's
answer to an urgent demand. It Is was transacted.
The old board met Monday after- held a fishhook In his mouth. While Salve as soon as the child Is done
expected that the new additions will
rehe had a large hook In his mouth nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth
be In operation within the next six noon and accepted the financial
port of the secretary, the auditor's re- he was suddenly seized with a tit of before allowing the babe to nurse.
months.
port and wound up all business for sneezing, and before he could remove Many trained nurses use this salve
preparatory to turning the the hook he had swallowed it. Call- with the best results. For sale by
A bad cave-i:- i
at the St. Iuls the year,
ing to his mother, he told her that all druggists.
mine of the Hurro Mountain Copper affairs over to the new board.
o
he had swallowed the hook, explaincompany at Leopold, west of Silver
Special rubber tired folding gocarts
ing
that it was near the roof of his
1100.
$100 Reward.
City, resulted in the killing of Santas
paper will be pleas- mouth, and that he could touch it I2.5U ami up. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Halves on Sunday last.
During the The reaaers of this
ed to Ram that there la at least one
slide Halves was caught beneath an dreaded
has been
that
disease
immense boulder. the weight of able to cure In all Its science
stages, and that
which was so great that the services is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the
of eight men were required to move only positive cure now known to the
A. C. lill.lt KE and JOHN S. .MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
being a conit. His death was instantaneous. Af- medical fraternity. Catarrh
disease, requires a constituter the body of the dead man was stitutional
New .Mexico headquarters at
Cure Is
Catarrh
Hall's
treatment.
tional
recovered it was found that his skull taken Internally, acting directly upon the
was fractured in several places, both blood and mucous surfaces of the syslegs broken and numerous other In- tem, thereby destroying the foundation
and giving the patient
juries sustained. The company seems of the disease,
up the constitution
by building
to be blameless
In
. . i,m .
the matter as strength
i
rinlnff On work
i. ..,
Lo$ Angeles, California
Halves with th
other employes of .rne proprietors have so much faith in Its
the company had been warned to curative powers mat iney uner vjiiu
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
keep away from the place where the Hundred Dollars for any case that it
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
accident occurred. A coroner's Jury falls to cure. Send for list of testiAddress:
returned a verdict In accordance with monials.
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
the facts and absolved the company
Sold by Druggists, "ic.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
from responsibility.
constlpaFamily
P'Us
Balves is surfor
Take Halls
o
vived by a wife and two children. He
was a recent arrival.
Subscribe for Xlie ftrcalng Citlieo

for

s
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$12.00

We've a complete line of
furnishing'.
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just
right."

1

The
Kan..
Hutchinson.
Santa Fe railroad Is adopting a course
in regard to tne new railroad legislation that will make it a lot of friends.
In preparing the law to compel rail
roads to carry passengers on frelgnt
trains, a measure much needed in this.
section, it was impossible to provide
should be in- that railroad business
terfered with and the wording of the
bill though as strong as possible,
1
would be lame if resisted on technl-Issued
calities. Put the Santa Fe hasspirit
of
an order that the intent and
the law shall be carried out. If all
the Santa
the railroads act as fairly as friendship
Fe It will earn them the
of a lot of traveling men.
Following is the bulletin issued by
Fe:
the Santa
-Dodge City. April 11, 190..
and Conductors:
Agents
"All
Referring to my wire bulletin
dated March 17, addressed to all
agents and conductors relative to car- I
rying passengers on freight trains,one
the
desire to call attention toreads,
'No
clause of this law which
stop
freight train will be requiredanyto other
to receive any passenger at to stop.
point than where scheduled
As there are a few points where
to
our freight trains are scheduled
this
stop, a literal interpretation it.ofHowlaw would practically nullify
that
ever our managers have decided
lowe will permit passengers to use
cal freight trains w,hele,theymm"u
Btop for freight work.
accommodate
undertake to especially
passengers by stopping our local
nave
freight trains where we do not
conducto stop to handle freight, but that
we
tors should all understand trains b
will permit the use of ourwhich
vhey
passengers to points for
nave freight and must stop on that
account.
,hrough tranS( the only
are
stops made outside of terminalsmeetand
for taking coal and water
ing and being passed by other trains
running those trains
and conductors passengers
for such
are to accept
know they willpur-be
they
points where
required to stop for any of the
poses mentioned.
law reads.
Another clause of theconstrued
to
be
This act shall not
main lines
apply to freight trains on we
will icarrying live stock.' This
nterpret to mean that exclusive live
in
lines
main
stock trains on ourcarry
passengers
Kansas shall not
live stock attendants,
other than
from the
vroi will understand
to
above that it is not our intention Of
be too rigid in the enforcement
that
the exceptions permitted by law; carry
te. as to points to which w e may
on
local or through
passengers
The Intent of the law-ifreight trains.
have the use
that the public shall where
it will
of our freight trains
company,
not discommode the railwaypractice
in
and we shall adopt that
complying with the law.
Yours truly,
O. K. AY Kit.
Superintendent."
May

An opportunity to get such exceptional
a'u! seldom
conies during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garmentJ.
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BELEN IS 31 MILES SOCTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOT?, 25x140
N. M

feet. laid out with broad so and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with
beautiful lake and public park a. d grand
old shade trees; public school house. costing $16,000; churches; commercial club; a
population of 1.500 people; several large
mercantile establishments; the belen
patent roller mill, capacity ieo barrels
daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc. belen is the largest shipping foint for wool, flour, wheat, wine,
beans and hay in central new mexico. its
importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future can not be
70-fo-

estimated.
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TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-o&

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

D

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IM.
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'

B

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

WITH

provement Co.
iCHN BECKER,

KVf4KtO0aaoaf
Kaaaaaaaacaaocaa
A Railway Center
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ALUUQOERQUE

r&oa eight.

LOCAL AND

314

WKTPAILROADAYE.

Colo..

imiiIi

and Saturday, colder In extreme
tonight; warmer In north por- -

CANVAS OXFORDS

Nu. 3 3;03 p. m.
No. s 8:25 p. m.
No. 4 1:55 a. m.
No. 1 8:45 p. m.
No. 912:30 a.
No. " 12:40 a. m.

They are stylish, the are easy on the foot and
they weir well. Made with as much care as the
most expensive leather shoes; they tit and hold
thelr shap

C lianziger, of Las

i

$1.--0

Men' iray am a Oxford 4
Women's AVhite Camus Oxford. . .
Women's Gray Canvas Oxfords
Children's White Camus Oxfords...

.SI. 50 to $2.00
.81.50 to $2.00
.
.85 to 91.15

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y.

Fc.

MAYNARO

CO.

IIICKOX-MAYNAR- D

Vegas, had 1us- ines
the city yesterday.
otto Mann left last night for .t.
Louis on a business mission.
Mis. A. J. Hoggs, of Mexico City,
Mexico, arrived In the city last night.
toe Settle was arrested last night
for being drunk, and was fined $10 In
police court this morning.
Mrs. J. V. Williams and Mrs. F.
Palmer, of Cerrlllos, came to the city
last night, stopping; at Sturges.
('has. F. Oolst, a member of the
visiting Syrian temple, Is an old
friend of Fred Wernlecke, of this
city.
Victor Culberson, passed through
the city this morning from attending
a meeting of
the Cattle Sanitary
Hoard at Las Vegas.
James MeOuinness, of this city, has
s a forest guard and
been appointed
N assigned to the Manzano national'
forest, district No. 4.
Junes P. Stevenson, of Hrooklyn,
N. V.. was in the city last night making inquiries for his olu friend. Col.
Merger of Helen, formerly
of Santa
In

ou know how
If
hive worn them
satisfactory they are; ami If not give them a
trial and we are sure mi will he pleaded. With
our specially prepared white or si ay dressing It
Is e.isy to keep them neat.

Louis Margolin, forest assistant of
the national forest service, who ha
been here for several days, left lat
night for the northern part, of the territory.
Special saie Saturday at Mrs.
ail
Milliner pallors.
West
Gold avenue. 25 per cent off on all
trimmed goods.
Freid Weir, forest guard, who had
charge of the Mount Taylor and Man-zan- o
national forest office here, while
Supervisor Harris was out of the city,
has returned to his station.
Passenger train No. 9, of May
due here that night at 11:43 o'clock,
arrived in Albuquerque yesterday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, but was annulled from here to El Paso.
Frank Benton, a well known cattle-tna- n
living near Denver, Colo., spent
several hours here yesterday, looking
over the- city.
He went to Denting
last night to attend to business Inter
ests there.
Hugh H. Harris, supervisor of the
Mount Taylor and Manzano national
forests, who hag been Inspecting the
Manzano reserve during the last fewdays, returned to his headquarters In
this city last night.
Tomorrow. Saturday May till, tlie
tuxpa)ers of Albuquerque will vole
on me siMi-ia- l
imihu issue for a new
city luil I ami Mr. Taxpuycr it Is ii to
yon. Any person paying taxes either
iimh real or personnt pmHrty is entitled to a vole. See that you vote
early and then get out jour neighbor.
A special bearing 162 representatives of the Mecca temple of
.arrived last night. Frank Don-all- n
Is the potentate and W. S.
at- thews, J. E. Miller and W. K. Duncan are the delegates.
The soldier special, containing 227
members of the Ninth cavalry, due
to puss through here yesterday afternoon, did not arrive here until 1:40
o'clock thlH morning. The special was
made up of eleven cars.
J. A. Broderick. a contractor of
Cherryville, Kan., stopped over in Albuquerque last night.
Air. Broderick Is connected with the contracting
tlrm of C. H. Sharp & Co., which ha
established an ottice here.
Charles Stadler. who has been a
resident of Albuquerque
for some
years, left last night on belated No.
4 for Chicago and New York City. In
three weeks he will sail for Germanv,
the land of his birth, to visit the
"Faderland" and enjoy the summer.
Tomorrow, Saturday Slay 4tli, the
taxpayers of Albuquerque will vote
on die sjiecial bond issue for a new
city hall anil Mr. Taxpayer it Is up to
you. Any person paving taxes either
upon real or iiersouul proerty is entitled to a vote. .See that you vote
early and then Ret out your nohrlilior.
The Raymond-Whitcom- b
excursion
party, composed of eight cars, with
nearly 1100 persons aboard,
passed
through here this morning, en route
to Los Angeles and the Pucllic coast.
The train was made up at Boston, and
its passengers are from all over the
New England states.
None of the
passengers were Shriners.
Brig. den. Frederick Funston, U.
S. A., passed through Albuquerque
yesterday afternoon, on one of the delayed trains, en route to San Fran
cisco, where he will assume charge
of the division of the Pacific, succeeding Lieut. (Jen. Arthur Mac-Arthur, who was retired several day
ago. General Funston has been visiting his parents,
and Mrs. Funston, at Iola, Kan.
Law son D. Lone and Miss Marie
yn
Fauth, both stenographers
the
ottice of Territorial Secretary J. W.
Itaynolds, were married at Santa Fe
yesterday by Very Rev. Anthony
Fuorchegu, vicar general of the Catholic diocese of Santa Fe.
The wedding terminates a romance which began In the meeting of the principals
soon after the coming together of
legislature.
the thirty-sevent- h
The
bride, who Is an attractive blonde,
came here from Chicago, and the
groom from Las Cruces, where he
had recently graduated from the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic
Cov-erdale- s'
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TUB ARCH rRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

-

Grocerie , Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-62- 4

Grocery

MATTEUCCI BROS.
W. Tijeras Are.
Phone SL

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W.fl.R. Ave.

1

32

Go.

New-Yor-

CO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
iOur

rgl
JgpH
rxxjyrx-j,-

Line of

the
most
complete
in the city
is

.

j

w- -y

;

f

J

Savin
Ice Pads

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers

IJ

I
I

I

Daven- -

Water

H

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived

I

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Olamoidi. Witau, Jewelry, Cat Glut. Clock. Silverware,
our trade as
utrmif a SQUARE DEAL..

We lnrlU

Spring Cini'i utiir $i.uo to $6.oo

ti

Suit

9

Wet

Gold

1

22 South Second

EISSSSS2SiP23

1

If you are in need of
a I'ull Dress or Tuxedo
suit it is not necessary

'

--

-

LFP

I

l

for you to go to a
tailor shop, they are
here in the H. S. & M.
make and we can save
vou $20.00 or more on
a sun.

SIMON
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

I

VHHHB

The First Presbyterian church of
Santa Fe has Just chosen a new pastor ii the person of Rev. J. W. Puree!', Ph. I)., of Keyser, W. Va. The
call which has just been extended
was unanimously decided upon at a &2
meeting of the congregation held at
k
the regular
service on Wednesday evening.
George F
Rev.
pastor
Sevier, former
of the church,
resigned recently.
J. G. Gatcomb, of Lexington, Ky..
who arrived In the city last night with
a string of twelve race horses, left
with his stock for Llbertyville, 111.,
this afternoon at 5 o'clock.
All day
Mr. Gatcomb has been limbering up
racers
Among
park.
his
at Traction
the animals is Ottoman Boy, the fa
mous pacer.
Mr. Gatcomb stabled
his horses at Trimble's.
Tomorrow. Saturday May lth, the
taxpayers of Albuquerque will vote
on the speeial bond Issue for a new
city luill and Mr. Taxpayer It is up to
you.
ny person paying taxes eitiier
iiHn real or iiersonul property is
to a vote. See that you vote
early and then get out your neighbor.
Judge McC'lellan, of the Justice
court. Is enjoying a visit today from
Howard Jones, an old friend from
Brooklyn. Mr. Jones is on his way
to Los Angeles. He is a Shriner.
Mass will be taid Saturday morn
ing at the old church of San Felipe de
Neri for the spirit of the late Fran
All relatives
cisco Armljo y Otero.
and friends will be welcome.
W. P. Price, of Leaksville, N. C, is
registered
Mr.
at the Alvarado.
Price Is in the southwest looking for
opportunities of investment.
Miss Hattie Theo Johnson and
Norcross left last night for
Kngle, N. M., where they will spend
a few weeks, the guests of friends.
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mid-wee-

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Garden Hose, Garden Tools

I Refrigerators,
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

e

OTICI-- : TO iONTiaCTOUS.
I, the undersigned, will receive proposals for the erection and completion of a jail and a court house building to be erected in the town of Gallup, N. M.. for McKinley county, N.
M. A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good

None Better

xv

VJMBTMIEY

-

roit

COMPANY

6
4?

Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

o

o

v

Harvesting Machinery

Captain B. Ruppe.

The Women's Christian Temper
ance union will meet at the home of
Mrs. Palmer, 200 North High street,
tomorrow- afternoon, at 2:30. A good
attendance is desired.

v

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

and members of com

Comfortable slippers and Julletes
for women. They rest the feet and
take the biggest part of drudgery out
of your housework.
At the same
time they look neat and dainty. Prices
range from $1.10 to $2.00. C. May's
shoe store, 314 west Railroad avenue.
pure ice
guaranteed
Loudon's
cream at Vann's.

xv

Wholesale Distributors

0

puny G are ordered to report at the
armory Sunday morning at 8:30. fo
rille practice.

MOWERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

faith of the bidders.
J. L. LADRIERE.
Architect, Barnett Building, Albuquerque, N. M.
All officers

LAWN

TREE PRUNERS

en-titl-

0

FULLY WARRANTED
I"cji- - I

Write

mouttt rmt mtrt
it a.dot,11 a,403,ttr.North
rirut Btrmot

rice:

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

0
0

o

SAI.K
SOME MORE

mitT

CHEAP
1I ItT
SPRINGER TRANSFER. CO.
WANTED Good men. with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company
Liberal contracts and good territory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewitt & Prewltt, Managers, Commercial Club building.
Our ROUGH Ultt work aon's hav.
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying some thing about Horn In
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction cornea home with lncreaaed force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home insurance la year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

.w

Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Ready here for you,
all wool, correct in
style and fit.

Mmt
(',':

Stein-Bloc- h

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

Any ma,n who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-ne- r
& Mar Tuxedo or
full dress suits will get
that kind of a verdict
' 'Perfectly Dressed. "

ff

Spring Lamb

I

SALE CHEAP
KILLING II(T
FOK KILLING.
SPUINGEK THANSI Kit CO.

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.

,JS
llS

I

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

WANTED Position as Job composi
tor In good oftice. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
Li. State salary when writing.

We Say to You

1 1
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MARKET

Tit AIN AltltlVU.S.

For MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN

IM.

I-ei-f--ctL

MEAT

Fair

3.

llinill Aim

MAY 3.
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Arts. They both found employment porxooooooocoooo
fammvmmmmm WW UHill n mi i ih
with Secretary Ilavnolds as a result
of his office.
ouring the legislative session, and as 8
a consequefw-are now man and wlf".
8
Mr. and Mrs. Ixiwe will remain In 8
Santa Fe, making their home In
apartments which
have rented
from Simon Nusbuum.
Hon. W. K. Martin, who was chief
clerk of the recent legislative council and who Is clerk of the district
court at Socorro, passed through the
city yesterday en route from the
Capital City, where he had been on
business, to Socorro. Mr. Martin has
the distinction of being perhaps the
best posted man In New Mexico on
parliamentary law and procedure, of
which he has made a study for a
number of years. Incidentally ' it
might be mentioned that "Billy. as
his friends know him, has an almost
devilish Ingenuity for originating and
springing practical Jokes of all sorts.
Inning the recent legislature he kept
the lawmakers In a constant state of
turmoil by his Jokes.
His specialty
case
then was a handsome Jewel
which when opened by pushing a but
ton, caused a miniature bomb to explode and the victim of that Joke generally thought that he had been assassinated for several minutes after
opening that Jewel case. Mr. Martin
says that Socorro county Is prosperous and that the sheep men are now
busily engaged with the lambing.
.Will Railroad avenue be changed at
the meeting of the city council next
Monday night, or will It remain Rail1
road avenue? This question Is worrying a number of local business men,
who have places of business on the
present main thoroughfare
of the
V
P.l
Mill
T
OH
city. Col. D. K. H. Sellers, the father G
UlB
la i A'
Hill
of the movement to change the name, U
said this morning that over 70 per
cent of the residents of the city were Q
O H
tl By i.l
llll
with him. To date the matter of
changing the name of the street Is in 8
the hands of the street committee and
g 3
Copyright 1907 bjr
their report on the matter will be 0
Q
Q
read Monday night.
Hirt SchtToer
Mrr
R. C. Clarke, of New York, who
has been spending the winter at SliHERMAN ZWEIGART
ver City, is In Albuquerque to remain
a few days. Mr. Clarke will be Joined
by Mrs. Clarke on Saturday and to- H
PROPRIETOR
g B
gether they will proceed to Colorado
Springs.
They may spend the sumArno & Coal
Phone 185
mer at the Springs.
Mr. Clarke 1'
an F.Ik and a base ball enthusiast and J
thinks that Albuquerque would afford rXXXXXXXXDOOOCXDOOOCXXOOOO O
a fruitful field for an energetic

of the extra requirements
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

GOLD)

SAVE.
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R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Address Home Office,
Of tie

O'S,

ALBUQUERQUE, V.AT.

Trtatuetlout
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ROSENFIEl

Occidental Life Insurance Company

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED
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